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Senator Bond speaks to UMR abQut research funding
p.m. on Tuesday, October 27. Bond to announce the details of new ly
spoke about "the relationship between . approved federal funding, 3.5 milli on
i4ssistant News Editor
the defense department and UMR," dollars, for research projects at UMR .
United States Senator Christo- said Andrew P. Careaga, UMR Office He also announced that 23.5 million
of Public Relations Manager.
dollars would be spent for construcThe purpose of Bond's visit was tion and development at Fort Leonard
Wooe!.
Majo r
General
Robert Flowers, commanding officer at Fort Leonard
Wood discussed the benefits
of University and military
cooperation.
The research that wi II take
place at UMR will involve
.military experts, UMR professors and students, and
students and professors fmm
other colleges.
UMR is receiv ing
funds for three projects; aircraft coatings research ,
._..;:;:!!!!OO]_...._ "! demilitarization
research
and demining research. All
three of these projects were
approved under the 1999
Defense
Appropriations
Major General Robert Flowers, commanding officer at Fort Leonard Bill. The Fort Leonard
Wood, speaks to the crowd. Standin'g behind Flowers is Senator Wood projects are EngineerChristopher Bond. Chancellor John Park is standing to the left. In ,ing Qualification Range and
ReceptioR Barracks. These
the foreground stands the ~!'lmining unit.
were approved under the
photo by Justin Ferguson
Milcon Bil l.

by Angela 'Keune

Libertarians
l!!

103

16 p ages

"The. choice of UMR for critical
defense oriented research is a wi nning
combination that will enhance the university's stature as a leading research
institution and provide the Defense
Department with needed data to solve
complex problems and meet rapidly
changing needs for new technology,"
said Bond.
Aircraft coatings research will be
new at· UMR and will involve looki ng
at and replacing hazardous chrome on
aircraft with something that is more

~n v ironme nta ll y

sound . The demilitari zation and demining research projects already exist at UMR, but are
receiving, more funding .
Demilitari zation
research
involves finding ways to dismantle
old armor and munitions for industrial
blasting. Demining research involves
developing techniques to get rid of
land mines. A demining unit was displayed at the speech. The unit uses
water jet technology to locate and disarm land mi nes.

react .negatively to arch
nice plaza in which to. place the arch. size and 'color of the drawing on the
The place also would symbolize a web page.
Assistant News Editor
The draw ing on the web page
bridge betwee~ the communi ty and
. was drawn by Sandys who was "trythe campus, according to Careaga.
The Un iversi ty of Missouriing to illustrate the impact of the
One argument was that if stuRolla Student Council has received
numerous complaints about the .pro- dents pay to attend school at Rolla, sculpture," said Careaga. Sand ys
posed Millennium Arch. The arch, that they should have a say in what made the drawing exaggerated so that . Senator Kit Bond speaks to the crowd outside University
which .was commi ssioned on Thurs- goes·on campus. "There was a lack of th~ details could be seen. In reality,
Center West about the benefits UMR will receive from the
the statue wil l only be
day, October 22, is to be
Defense
Bill.
15
feet
tall.
.
placed outside of Castlephoto by Justin Ferguson
There is an art
man Hall. The project
committee' at UMR
will be entirely funded
that "is charged with
by Scott Porter, UMR
the task of looking ' at
graduate.
ways to create more
"There are no stuart on campus and
dent funds being used
raise awareness of
for this project," said
ex isting art," said
Andrew Careaga, UMR
Careaga. Jim Bogan,
Office of Pub lications
Opinions: Millennium attitude
Distinguished TeachManager.
ing Professor of Art,
Some "complaints
problems?, page 4
is chair of the comfrom students include
mittee, wh ich will,
appearance, cost and
soon have student
placement. Students are
input.
also complaining that
Sports: Miner swimming begins'
"Plans are in the
they did not get a say in
works to have a cou. any of the plans.
season, page 5
The site where the Millenium Arch Sculpture will be .ple of students on the
"The.artist [Edwina
located.
committee,"
said
Sandys] and campus
photo by Shawn Kitterman .Careaga.
officials working togethIn response to stuer thought that [Castl~input and opinion," said Bob Bab- dents complaints, Student Council is
Verve: Rotko reviews John Carman] was the mosi appropriate place,"
asking on behalf of the students that in
said Careaga. The reasoning behind cock, STUCO treasurer.
penter's Vampires, page 9
'As far as the appearance of the the future, students be informed about
the placement of the arch is that
Castleman Hall is the performing arts arch, the complaints that Student simi lar projects pefore they are combuilding on campus and that it has a Council has received were about the missioned.

by !tngela Keune
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Ba.ketball banquet
to be held Nov. 9
•
The University of MissouriRolla Booster Club will host its
annual Tip-Off Basketball Banquet
Monday, Nov. 9, at Oak Meadow
Country Club in Rolla.
The banquet, held in honor of
\JMR's men's and women's basketball teams, begins with a reception at
5:30 p.m. Dinner is at 6:30 p.m., followed by the introduction of t~e
1997-98 Miners and Lady Miners.
Tickets are $12.50 and must be
purchased in advance from the UMR
athletic department, (573) 3414175; Booster Club president Mark
Bruno, (573) 368-4747; or any tnember of the UMR Booster Cl ub board
of directors.
Both teams will play exhibition
games prior to the dinner, the Lady
Miners on Sunday against St. Louis
Gold Star and the Miners Nov. 7
against the Phillippine national team.
The regular season begins for both
teams Nov. 17.

Student, do well at .
concrete competition
•
A team of five civil engineering students from the University of
Missouri'1<olla fared well recently in
two competitions that required them
to bui ld a strong but tiny concrete
cube and a beam made out ofa 'lightweight fiber-reinforced pol ymer
material.
The students built 2-inch concrete cubes that were tested for compressive strength during a . national
competition held Saturday, Oct., 24,
at the University of Califomia- Los
Angeles. The students also built and
tested a 5 II2-inch long polymer
beam in a second competition. Both
e~ents were part of the. American
Concrete Institute'S International
Convention at UCLA .
The UMR team's cube placed

second among 25 entries from
10 universities, while the
polymer
fiber-reinforced
beam placed third among 14
entries from eight schools.
UMR civil engineering students
involved in the competitions were
Marc Andonoff, a senior, of St.
Louis, Mo.; Steve Emmons, a senior,
of Union, Mo.; Don Gripka, a senior,
of Pierce City, Mo.; Matthew Mettemeyer, a graduate student, of Quincy,
III. ; and Jason Williams, a senior, of
Dexter, Mo.
The adviser for the UM-R team
is Dr. Abdeldjelil Belarbi, an associate professor of civil engineering at
UMR.

Ca~pu, invited to

r>eview

lib7"a7"l1

book,

•
Last October the project. to
identify materials to be sent to the
library depository was te)11porarily
ha lted until building renovation
could be completed. The library is
now in the process of fini shing the
few remai ning subject disciplines
which have not been reviewed.
Staff members are identifying
materials for which access withIn 2448 hours is acceptable and which
meet proposed criteria for storage in
the UM Libraries' Depo.sitory in
Columbia. An important part of the
selection process is a ·final review of
proposed items by the campus community.
Over the next several months,
as selected volumes are retrieved
from the shelves, they wi ll be available for . review for a limited time.
With valid reasons and in reasonable
numbers,' a decision to store may be
reversed.
All students, faculty and staff
are invited to participate in the
review process. Monographs in the
following call number ranges are
currently avai lable for review :
TJ - Mechanical Engineering
TL - Aerospace Engineering
Volumes selected from these
subject areas may be reviewed in the

Campus newsbriefs and
announcements
Library Shipping/Receiving area
from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. until Nov. 9.
For information contact Jean S.
Eisenman at 341-40 II or e-mail at
j se@urnr . edu.

Ma,on 7"eceive,
awar>d

TA

• . Kelley Mason of Rolla, Mo. ,
has received the 1998 Outstanding
Graduate Teaching Assistant Award
from the University of MissouriRolla Parents' Association.
Mason is a teaching assistant in
UMR's mathematics and statistics
department. She earned a bachelor of
science degree in applied mathematics from UMR in 1997 and Will complete her master of science degree in
applied' mathematics next May.
The award consists of a $500
stipend and a certificate of appreciation.
Mason's adviser, Dr. Mitchell
Watnik, assistant professor of mathematics at UMR, describes her as
"exceptionaliy bright and .perceptive.
She is outgoing ... and popular amo ng
her peers, and works very lo;g hours
preparing for her classes. She cares
about her students' performance and
whether or not they . are ' act uall y
Icaming the material she tries to

Duryea, a UMR sophomore
in aerospace engineering,
and members of hi s fraternity, Acacia House.
The UMR Parents' Association
honored Ms. 'Duryea during halftime
activ'ities Saturday, Oct. 31, at ' the
l'arents' Day football game at UMR's
Jackling Field.
Ms. , Duryea, a sheriffs deputy
in Oklahoma; is described by Acacia
members as being a "mother to all
the guys." She routinel y sends
brownies and cookies to 'her son and
other members of Acacia, and offers
them counsel. She prepared the
Christmas dinner and decorations for
the fratemity:s Christmas party last
year. She attends man y campus
events, has opened her house to
many college students, and has persuaded relatives in other areas to
open theirs when students heed a
place to stay.
In the essay nominating Ms.
Duryea for the award, her son and
other Acacia members wrote: "She
has shown this house that she is
extremely supportive and int\,rested
in not only her son but in the entire
house."
The Parent of 'the Year Award
recipient is selected by a committee
of the UMR Student Council from
applications submitted by current
UMR students.

this, individuals for whom confirmation on the successful completion of
the test has not been recei ved, they
are expected to retake
the test. They are to send a copy of
the certificate to the Affirmative
Action Office to confirm that the
Mastery Test was successfully completed.
Department supervisors may
access the Mastery Test by utilizing
the pull-down menu and clicking
onto the test as the most direct path.
However, the preferred sequence for
ihe successful completion of the test
is outlined below.
I. UMR's Policy
'2. What is Sexual Harassment?
3. Pre-Test
4. Mastery Test
This sequence will allow them
to explore more detailed il)formation
on sexual harassment and topics of
personal interest by clicking on highlighted words throughout the text.
Individuals who have successfully completed the Mastery Test
will be sent notices to confim that
their results have been received by
the Affirmative Action Office.
The non supervisory test is
being edited and upon completion of
this task, it will be available to anyone interested in becoming more
knowledgeable about issued related
to sexual harassment.

Sexual har>a"ment
progr>am available

tea~h."

The award recipient is determined by UMR student evaluations
done at the close of each semester.

par>ent

;f

the

Ye~r> nam~d
•
Jani s Duryea of C leveland,
Okla. , has been named the 1998 Parents of the Year by the University of
Missouri-Rolla Parents' Association.
She was nominated by per son, Jason

•
The "Preventing Sexual Harassment Interactive Computer Program"
. is now operational and can be '
accessed
by
clicking
onto

Information compiled
from various sources

http://www.urnr.edu/-psh~

urnr. All supervisors, as identified
by their departments, are expected to
complete the test by Dec. I, 1998.
The original deadline of Nov. I,
1998, established by Chancellor
Park, has been changeli because of
unanticipated technical problems
with electronic notification and verification of individuals who successfully completed the test. In view of

1998-99 Staff
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Sen. John Glenn spoke exuberantly
from orbit for almost 40 minutes Sunday
on subjects from the impact of space travel on his relig ious faith to his experience
with "stomach awareness" in weightlessness, in a highflying tour de force that
politicians stuck on Earth must envy right
before an election.
" I pray every day," Glenn said during
a televised question-and-answer session
with reporters on his fourth day in orbit.
"To look out at this kind of creation out
here and not believe in God is, to me,
impossible. It just strengthens my faith ."
Looking relaxed in front of a huge
American flag and anchored in place next
to Discovery commander Curt · Brown,.
,Glenn described the awe of seeing hundreds of lightning flashes over Africa, and
of looking down on the Middle East and
wondering "why we can't man solve some
of the man-made problems" of that troubled region.
His biggest surprise, Glenn said, was
that he had not felt nauseated, as he suspected he WOUld, given that almost hal f of
all astronauts experience such problems as
they adjust to weightlessness, And he has
been sleeping well, though not as much as
he does on the ground.
The news conference from Discovery, as it whipped around Earth every 95
minutes at an altitude of about 340 miles
(twice as high as Glenn's first solo flight in
a cramped Mercury capsule), topped' a day
that included the successful deployment of
a small solar physics satellite.
Payload ~pecia l ist G lenn , at 77 the
oldest person to fl y in space, is provinll to
be one of the most talka ti ve, Friday
eveni ng, Glenn was so eager to give his
impressions during his fi rst te levised
update from space that he left pi lot Steven
Lindsey on ly 30 seconds to squeeze in
everything he had planned to say, Sunday,
the Ohio Democrat 'ended with a plea to
Americans to get out and vote.
Glenn described his delight at flying
twice as high, many times as long and in a
much roomier spacecraft than on his first
flight , when he remai ned strapped in the
whole time. It took some practice, he
noted, to avoid propelling himself too
energetically on Discovery and caroming
"head over heels."
Earl ier S unday, mission specialist
Stephen Rob inson released the Spartan201 satellite right on ti me, using Discovery's 50-foot-long robot arm, The satellite,
to be retrieved by the crew Tuesday, is part
of a long-term scientific program to study
the sun and its effects on Earth .

Rumors about Jefferson
true
- Liz Cherry Jones had walked visitors
through Monticello plantation's expansive
grounds hundreds of times before, fielding
man y questions about the long-rumored
love affair between Thomas Jefferson and
.one .of his slaves,
But Sunday, on the first tour of the
day; she was ready wi th new information
when the topic turned to Sall y Hemings.
"The question of her re lationship
with Jefferson has been a subject of debate
for hundreds of years," Jones told the

small group, which had stopped on a clear
autumn day along Mulberry Row, in front
of the remains of the woodworking joinery. "N ow, it seems, it can be verified :'
The keepers of Monticello and visitors to Jefferson's home were among the
first to begin digesting the result of genetic tests that show America's third president
almost certainly fathered a child with
Hemings.
A study, whose results are in the Nov.
5 issue of the science journal Nature, compared blood samples taken from descendants of the family of Jefferson and those
who trace their ancestry to Hemings. The
DNA comparison all but conclusi vely
proved that Hemings' youngest son, Eston,
was fathered by Jefferson.
Officials wi"th the Thomas Jefferson
Memorial Foundation, which has owned
and operated Monticello since 1923, said
they have chosen a panel of scholars to
interpret the new findings.
No decision has been made about
whether to formally incorporate the material into tours and brochures, said Daniel
Jordan, the foundation's president.
Tours at Monticello, which covers
2,000 acres on a mountain just southeast of
Charlottesville, attempt to gi ve a realistic
view of the harsh life led by the 600 slaves
that Jefferson held throughout his lifetime . .
"Slavery a nd race are unc.omfortable
subjects for many Americans, but they are
in the mainstream of our interpretations at
Monticello today precisely because they'
are part of the Monticello story,'" Jordan
said at a news confe rence Sunday.
Rumors of a relationship between
master and slave have circulated since Jefferson's election in 1800.
The DNA analysis was conducted by
Bri tish and Dutch geneticists who compared descendants'. blood using markers on
the Y chromosome, which is passed virtuall y unchanged from father to son.
Because Jeffe rson had' no surv iving
sons, the team, led by reti red University of
Virginia pathologist Eugene A. Foster,
went to fi ve male-line descendants of his·
, paternal uncle, Field Jefferson, who would
have the same cnromosome as the redhaired author of the Declaration of Independence. The markers on their Y chromosome matched that seen in a descendant
of Sally Hemings' yo ungest son, Eston.
The DNA results do not scientifically
rule out the possibility that Eston's father
-was another Jefferso n male, such as his
younger brother Randolph, who did not
live at Monticello but visited on occasion.
The scientists said it is also theore,ticall y
possible that the Y chromosome marker
shows up in Eston Hemings' descendants
because of a liaison in a late r generation.
" But in the absence of historical evidence to support such possibilities, we
consider them to be unlikel y," the
researchers write in Nature .

Charitable
on the rise

contributions .

The Salvation Army raised $1 17 billion last year as public contributions to the
charity rose 16 percent, accordi ng to a SUh
vey by the Chronicle of Philanthropy.
Overall , private contri butions were
up nearly 13 percent last year, according to
the survey of the nation's 400 largest charities. Many chari ties said the jump was
attributable to the strong economy, and

several ex pre~sed concern that the decline ·
in the stock market could hurt fund -raising
thi s year,
The Salvation Army took in twice as
much money in 1997 as the YMCA of the
USA, which displaced the American Red
Cross from the No.2 position on the list.
The YMCA was helped into second
place by an accounting change that made it
easier for the national group to keep track
of donations to its affili ates, but its contributions of $493 .9 million also rose in
response to a new campaign designed to
increase fund-raising by 10 percent a year
to make services available to the poor, the
Chronicle reported.
The Red Cross was third, with donations of $490.2 million, the American
Cancer Society fourth , with $488.5 million, and Fidelity Investments Charitable
Gift Fund was fifth, tak ing in $456.2 million for distribution to a variety of charities.
Rounding out the top 10 were Harvard University; Catholic Charities USA ;
Second Harvest; the Boys & Girls Clubs of
America and Stan ford University,
. The Chronicle, a newspaper that covers the charitabl e world, has conducted the
survey annually since 199 1. It is compiled
from fi nancial information reported on a
philanthropic instituti on's tax returns and
in its annual report, and from responses to
a questionnai re, Chari ties are ranked by
how much they raised fro m private
sources. The survey does not include private fo undations such as the Ford and Kellogg foundations .
The top 400 accounted for about 20
percent of all money donated to charity
last year. Most charitable contributions go
to churches, which are not included on the
list.
Donations to charities that work overseas rose by 18 percent, with most of the
boost coming from increases in donated
[Tiedical supplies, drugs, food and clothing,

Peni nsul a by unleashing drenching rai ns
that tr iggered deadl y fl ooding as well as
mud and rock slides.
In Nicaragua, the official death toll
from the storm stood at 585 and 253 people were listed as mi ssing by the National
Civi l Defense,
As the rai ns ended and sunl ight final ly broke through, Honduras was in a state
of paralysis with more than 230 people
confirmed dead, vital infrastructure battered and the capital flooded.
In EI Salvador, at least 30 people died
in fl ash floods as a result of the storm. A
state of emergency was declared Saturday
in both EI Salvador and Guatemala, where
nine people died when flood waters swept
away their homes. Mexico reported one
storm-related death,

British rank five Americans as powerful people

Five of .the 10 most powerful people
in Britain are Americans.
At least that's the verdict announced
Sunday by The Observer newspaper in its
list of Britain'S new establishment, the 300
movers and shakers who wield power in
this nation.
While British Prime Minister Tony
Blai r tops the list, coming in at No. 2 is
Rupert Murdoch, the Austra lian-born
American whose worldwide media empire
includes a string of influential British
newspapers and television outlets. No.3 is
Microsoft's Bill Gates, judged the " ultimate business role model" for a government "obsessed with modernity and the
infonnation age."
Other Americans in the top 10 are
President Clinton (7), a key player in the
Northern Ireland peace process and a role
model for Labor's return to power; General Electric's Jack Welch (9), a top management thinker; and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan ( 10), whose pronouncements move stock markets worldHurricane Mitch wreaks . wide,
havoc in Central Amerca
. The Observer wrote that "a new elite
has sprun g up to replace the old Establ ishThe death toll from the storm known ment with foreign businessmen, celebrias Mitch reached nearl y 1,000 Sunday as ties, spin-doctors and invisible internationrescue workers in Nicaragua pulled scores al fund managers" controlling more of
of bodies from a cluster of rural villages Britons' lives than those representing the
.that were buried when a lake in a volcano old pi llars of government, church and ariscrater overflowed, triggering massive mud . tocracy.
and rock slides.
An eight-member panel, led by longAuthorities said emergency workers time Labor politician Roy Hattersley,
had recovered 360 bodies in fo~r villages made the selections after six months of
near the town of Posoltega, located about research with Britain's Channel 4.
The list is trendy and top-heavy with
50 miles nort hwest of Managua, the capital, and that many more bodies likely media people. But it speaks of a Britain
would be discovered throughout the 10 increasingly concerned with style and its
communities at the foot of the Casitas Vol- place in an increasingly interconnected
cano in northern Nicaragua near the Hon- world. It also shows that as Parl iament has
become le~ relevant in the daily lives of
du ras border.
Officials said onl y 92 of the more Britons, those in the arts, spOrts and fash•
than 2,000 residents of the area had been ion have made an impact.·
found ali ve, some injured, and the rest
Most of all the list seeks to show that
were missing. Of the scene around the old order is out. Queen Elizabeth" is
Posoltega, where sold iers were reported to ranked 30th, while Prince Charles is 55th.
be burying corpses because of public Pope John Paul " (90) is j udged more
health concerns, Mayor Felicita Zeledon powerful than Dr. George Carey, the Archtold Rad,io Nicaragua, "It is like a desert bishop of Canterbury (186),
littered with buried bodies."
A tropical depression that was one of News Briefs compiled from LA T imesthe most powerfu l Atlantic hurricanes on Washington Post News service
record before losing some of its fury,
Mitch has continued to wreak havoc on
Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador,
Gu_atemala and parts of Mexico's Yucatan
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Opinions

Good news about teen sex wi 111

Editorial:

Millennium attitude problem?
Brad Neuville

as to say that the arch may drive future fresh'man away from the Quad and into TJ . for the
mere fact that they would have to see it every
I have to wonder what the powers that be day.
at this university were thinking when they
Perhaps a less open place could be selectdecided tha~ it would be a good idea ' to let ed for the placement of the arch. UMR Stonehenge is a good example of proper placement
Edwina Sandys "sculpt" the Millennium arch
on this campus. My problems with this sculp- of this type of sculpture. Stonehenge is behind
McNutt and well out of view from most areas
ture are numerous but they start with the fact
that Ms. Sandys is not even sculpting the arch, of campus. However, it is easily accessible to
she is merely oU.tlining what ' she wants to be those who do wish to see it.
Normally I do not get worked up about
cut and then someone on campus is doing it.
Technicalities aside, there are several seemingly trivial things like this. Normally I
problems with how the Millennium Arch came would just suck it up and go about my business, but I believe that this is an indicator of a
to our campus.
First, no student or student organizatio"n prevailing and troubling attitude on this camwas contacted about this project. No one asked pus.
the students if they wanted to" have a 15-foot
I lielieve there is a attitude among some
pink arch on campus. I understand that no stu- professors and administrators at this school
dent fees are being used to fund this project but that they are the boss and the students need to
I can not understand why no university official "follow orders." We, the students, pay these
took this proposal to the student body. I would people's salaries. They are here to help us. To
hope that in the future those who make these ' help us learn in the fastest, easiest, most prosort of decisions would consult at least the stu- ductive and most comfortable way possible.
dent council before making a final decision.
As I see it this 'is another example of this
Additionally, I object to the planned "higher than thou" attitude. I do not mean to
placement of the arch . The current plan is to say that this was done on purpose, merely that
put the arch on the backside of Castleman Hall. asking students -opinions on matters is so far
There are several reasons that this is a poor from many peoples minds on this campus that
spot for the arch. The pink granite of which the they simply wouldn 't think of it.
arch is composed will create a stark and rather
I and many other people I've talked to feel
grotesque contrast with the dull beige back- the ~ame way about the arch. In general we feel
ground of Castleman Hall .
that there are many better things that could be
Also, several hundred students who live in done with two million dollars than make a pink
the Quad will have to walk through or 'by thi s arch in the middle of campus without student
arch every day on their way to class. These stu- approval. And I personally feeJ on'ce again
dents did not ask to have to look at this arch slighted by an underlying attitude among those
every day, but they will. In fact, I will go so far " in charge" at UMR.

Sports Editor

Art or' eyesore? Vandals or not?
I just have a few words on the " Millennium
Arch";
Before we begin let me
make it clear that I am a great
admirer of the arts, being a performer mysel f. But I do have a
preference for " tasteful" art. And
I think this piece crosses the line.
Several g iant blocks of what
appears to be pink granite j utting
up in the middle of a lovely green
area does not constitute as anything but an eyesore in my opinion . And in the opinion of all of
my friends this will be probably
the worst piece in our collection.
I think if UMR wanted someth ing
to commemorate the mill ennium
I think the student body should
have a voice before a piece is
added to the campus that will make a lot of us
ashamed to admit that this is our school.
Sincerely,
Laura Tomaja

I'm writing about the " UMR web page vandalized" story. I think you know as well as I that
whatever happened certainly
cannot be considered vandalism, since their
page was unaffected . Have I
vandalized the
Mona Lisa if I
buy a replication
of it and paint a
pentagram on
the replication?
I think not.
Don 't take that
to mean that I
don ' t consider
what was done a
very di spicable
act, but it's a bit di sturbing to me that the Miner
would publish such a misleading headline, considering the knowledge base of its staffregarding
computing.

mation about sexuality from parents, gnmdpar.
ents, media, schools and health care providellLA Times/Washington Post
The government funds massive, consisten~
New figures from the Centers for Disease long-term public education campaigns using tel.
Control (CDC) show that since 1991, the pro- evision, radio, discos, billboards, pharmacies
portion of American high school students who and clinics to deliver clear, explicit portrayals of
have never had sexual intercourse has risen 11 responsible sexual behavior. Mass media art I
percent. The perc~ntage of young men who have partners with government and health officials in
never had sexual intercourse has risen from 43 to this campaign.
just over 51 percent, and of young women, from
The result: Birth rates of 13 per 1,000
49 to 52 percent. In a nation with high teenager teenage women in Germany, nine per 1,000 in
rates of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)- France and seven per 1,000 in the Netherlands
including HIV, unintended pregnancy and births compared with 55 per 1,000 in the United States. '
- this is excellent news.
Rates of STDs, including HIV, are four to sevea I
At the same time, sexually active high times lower in these European countries than in
school students now are more likely to use con", the United States.
doms and less likely to have multiple sexual
By contrast, in the United States,
partners than teenagers in 1991. Nearly-63 per- teenagers are 'exhorted to "Just Say No" until
cent of the young men and 51 percent of the marriage. The result: Teenagers in the Uni.ted
young women used a condom during their m~st Stat!!S frequently . report that intercourse 'JUS! I
recent sexual ·intercourse.
happened" or "was an accident." What this
Both the abstinence~only crowd and the means is thai many American teenagers are hav·
abstinence-plus-contraceptives crowd - the ing unprotecied sexual intercourse because they
conservative and the liberal sides of the sexuali- feel guilty when they protect themselves, sincc
ty education controversy - are taking credit for contraception is planned. To underline this poiD!,
these heartening data. I think both should take the recent CDC survey found that 37 percent of
some credit. Messages to po~tpone 'sex and those the young men and 49 percent of the young
to " Have Safe Sex or No Sex " are not mutually women did not use condoms the last time they
had sexual intercourse.
exclusive but compatible and complementary.
In fact, extensive research shows that sexCurrent responses in the United Statcs,
uality education that emphasizes abstinence and such as the congressionally l1landated abstiincludes contraceptive information· and services nence-until-marriage education, indicate thai
.helps youth in two ways. It helps abstinent youth policymakers are not taking stock of reality. Th.
delay the onset of se~ual intercourse, and it sup- average age of puberty is now under 13, the
ports young people in protecting themselves average age of marriage is 26 for men and 25 f,
from unintended pregnancy and STDs once they women, and by age 20, about 90 percent 0
young people have initiated sexual intercourse.
become sexually active.
What the United States most urgend)
A recent fact-finding mission to the
Netherlands, France and Germany, ~ponsored by needs is ·to protect all of its youth, both the sex·
Advocates for Youth and the University of North ually active and the sexually abstinent. 'I1Ir
Carolina at :Charlotte, found striking differences means continuing to encourage and supp«
between the United States and these European young people ih choosing abstinence and acti
nations. The European approach to teenage sex- Iy encouraging and supporting young people '
uality is characterized by openness and readily -protecting themselves when they have sexUl
available free or low-cost contraceptive services intercourse.
and information. Teen reproductive health is a
public health, not a political or religious, issue.
Kaplan is chieJ oj adolescenr medic'
Research drives public health policies to reduce and a proJessor ojpediatrics at the University .
unintended pregnancies, abortion and STDs. Colorado Health Sciences Center ana the C .
Teenagers receive open,. honest, consistent infor- dren's Hospital in Denver.

by David W. Kaplan
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Got an opinion?

The Miner accepts letters to the editor via e-mail to
miner@urnr . edu as well as in our mailbox in 113 University
Center West. Be sure to include your student ID number.

Let the Miner know!
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~Swim

team looking to improve on las t season's success

by Brad Neuville
ISports Editor
The . University of Missouri' Rolla swim team entered their 199899 campaign this weekend with two
dual meets.
On Friday, Oct. 30, the Miners
entertained Washington University at
a dual meet in Rolla at the Multi-Pur"
pose Center.
The Miners put up an impressive
. win, downing Washington by a score
' of 148-54.

Several Miners put up impressive· early season times, including .
many good performances by the Miners eight freshmen .
"We swam very welliast week- ,
The freshmen Posted · some
end,"
very fast times (Bellville's 200 'and
Finley's 500 for example)," sophomore David Nurre said.
On Satu~day, Oct. 31, the Miners
travelled to Springfield, Mo. to take
on Drury College in a du.al meet. The
Miners (third at last year's national
meet) and the Panthers (second at last

1997-98 UMR All-A meri cans
EVENT: (swimmer(s), place at nationals) .
50-Free style: (Tom Beccue, 6th)
100-Bre aststrok e: (Tyler Christensen, 8th)
200-But terfly: (Steve Caruso, 7th)
200-Med ley Relay: (Josh Jolly, Tyler Christensen, Jeff
Rueschhoff, Tom Beccue, 4th)
400-Medley Relay: (Josh Jolly, Tyler Christensen, Steve
Caruso, Tom Beccue, 2nd)
200-Fre estyle Relay: (Randy Jones, Kris Leftwich, Josh
Jolly, Tom Beccue, 3rd)
400-Freestyle Relay: (David Nurre, Kris Leftwich, Mark
Pearce, Tom Beccue, 4th)
SOO-Freestyle Relay: (Evan Aspinwall, Tom Beccue, Mark
Pearce, David Nurre, 5th)

year's national meet) are two of the
top teams in the nation and are
favorites to win this year's NCAA
Division II National Meet.
Despite Drury 's seemingly
impressive 141-90 victory the Miners
do not seem fazed.
"It doesn't really hurt to lose to
them (Drury)," junior Kris Leftwich
said. "They have a great team, and 1
personally look forward to seeing
them again at nationals."
Nurre ag reed sayi ng, "Swimming Drury let us know where we
stand as a team right now. We knew
we'd have some good races and it
allowed us to post some faSt times
and see where we are. '
"We knew there was no way to
win, and since they're the current (and
favored) national champs, it isn't too
demoralizing to lose to them. They
have a great team and ;"'e had a good
time racing them."
Leftwich also noted that since it
is early in the season a result like this
can not be used as a gaijge for the rest
of the season.
"As for using this meet as a
measuring stick for the rest of the
year, that is ' ridiculous," Leftwich
said. "What happens now is really
meaningless. Everyone is tired from
training, and each swimmer handles
that differently.

"We still have a great deal of
time to improve, and everyone
expects to have their best performancC!s and greatest time drops at the
end of the season. That is where the
real test is. We will do exceptionally
well come Nationals; no doubt about
it!"

The Miners are looking to repeat
or improve on last year's third place
finish in the nation, the highest finish
in the team 's history.
With the majority of last year's
nationals team back and the influx of

extremely fast freshmen the team
should have no trouble accomplishing
their goals.
"You can't expect to stay at the
top if you don't wan't to work for it," Nurre observed. "We worked hard
last year and hopefully we can repeat
or improve on our previous performances. If the races this weekend were
any indication of how we'll be in six
months, we're gQing to have a very
fast team."
The Miners next ·meet is scheduled for Nov. 14 at Truman State.

1998-99 seas on sche dule
Date: Event, site (time)
Sat., Novemb er 7: SMSU Dual, Rolla (4 p~m.) .
Sat. Novemb er 14: Bulldog Invitational, Kirksville (2 p.m.)
Fri. and Sat. Novemb er 20 and 21: St. Louis Invitational, St.
.
Louis (T6A)
Fri. and Sat. Decemb er 4 and 5: Arkansas-Little Rock Invi.
tational, Little Rock, Ark. (TBA)
Tues. January 5: Venice Invitational, Venice, Fla. (TBA)
Fri. and Sat. January 22 and 23: Washington University
Invitational, St. Louis (TBA)
Fri. Februar y 5: Truman State Dual, Rolla (7 p.'m.)
Sat. Februar y 6: SMSU Dual, Springfield (1 p.m,)
Thurs.-S at. Feb. 18-20: Mideast Regional, St. Peters, Mo.
Wed.-Sat. March 10-13: f:lICAA Championships; TBA (TBA)

-De~pite best ·performance of year
Min ers fall to Sou the rn 33- 19

~-

by Randal Burd
Assista nt Sports Editor
Despite a tough fight by the M iners, the University of Missouri-Rolla's
football team lost their -ninth straight
game in a row Saturday, Oct. 31,
against Missouri Southern.
Ed Starks, wide-rece iver and
senior ori the team, returned Missouri
Southern 's kickoff 25 yards to the
UMR 30. After a three-yard rush and

an incomplete pass, junior quarterback Matt Brueckner fumbled the ball
which was recovered.by UMR sophomore and offensive lineman James
Wright, bringing it to fourth down and
forcing UMR to punt.
Missouri Southern scored a
touchdown on the second play with
the ball in their possession, starting
the game off (after the extra point)
with a seven to nothing lead over
UMR.

Misso uri South ern 33, Misso uri-Ro lla 19
Missour i Souther n... 20 .., 3 3 - 33
0 12 7 () - 19
Missour i-Rolla......

Record: (2-6,2-5)
Record: (0-9,0-7)

!.!.MR
F'IRST DOWNS ... .............. ..
RUSHES-YARDS (NET).......... ..
PASSING YDS (NET)..........,.
Passes Att-Comp 4nt......... .
TOTAL OFFENSE E'LAYS-YARDS .....
Fumble Returns-Yards .. ...... .
Punt Returns-yards ..... ..... ,:
Kickoff Returns-yards .. ...... .
Interception Returns-Yaids ... .
-Punts (Number-Avg) ...... ..... .
Fumbles-Lost. ....... .......... .
Penalties-yards ... .. ....... <..
Possession lime ............. ..
Sacks By: Number-yards ...... ..

20
44-182
139
25-13-0
69-321
0-0
0-0
7-97
1-0
5-33.0
4-1
1-15
28:58
0-0

Matt Hinson, a junior and defensive back for UMR, la'ter forced a
•
1
fumble on a punt return by Missouri
·Southern, but the fumble was recovered by Missouri Southern for first
down.
Missouri Southern scored again
on their second possession, rushing
the ball up· the field for another successful touchdown and extra-point,
increasing their lead to 14 points.
UMR was unsuccessful on their
next possession, allowing Missouri
a pass
delfensi~'e back Bobbie Barton (3) knocks away
Southern to regain possession after
only four plays. Missouri Southern . from a Pittsbur g State reciever during the Miners game
-'
accepted the favor, inching the ball up against Pittsbur g State on Saturday, Oct. 3.
the field and scoring yet another
photo by Ryan Shawgo
touchdown in the first quarter but
Southern possession with 3:43 left in
plays later, a 15-yard penalty for a permissing the extra point, giving them a
the second quarter. The rest of the
first-andto
UMR
brought
UMR.
foul
over
sonal
lead
20 point
half ended without incident.
personl5-yard
a
ely,
UMR
clock,
Unfortunat
ten.
With 2: 13 on the
. At the start of Ibe second half,
al foul penalty was called on UMR
received the kickoff from Missouri
Missouri Southern scored a 34-yard
shortly after, sending the Miners secSouthern and held possession into the
field goal on their first possession
ond-and-seven to second-and -twentysecond quarter with a string of comdespite a fumble and 15-yard penalty
two. Two plays later, Missouri Southpleted passes and successful rU$h
for unsportsmanlike conduct, bringing
ern was penal ized 15 yards for roughattempts by the UMR offense. This
the score to 30-0 with 11 :48 left on the
ing the kicker on a punt by UMR,
dri ve fizzled however and ~n Southclock.
allowing UMR to retain possession
em's next possession they scored with
This is when UMR began a comwith first-and-ten on the 50-yard line.
12:22 left in the second quarter bringcom'eback obtaining five
mendable
of
total
a
had
Southern
Missouri
ing the score to 27·0.
on their way to a touchdowns
first
yards
83
of
loss
forth
a
for
brought
seven penalties
. The second quarter
down on their first possession of the
during the game, compared to UMR's
an extreme amount of penalties for
second half.
one penalty for a loss of only 15 yards.
both sides. On the kickoff to UMR, a
Senior linebacker Dean DeSherAfter several rushing attempts
15-yard penalty was called on Mis·
lia forced a fumble on the fifth play of
resulting in a loss of yardage and a
souri Southern for ~nsportsman li ke
fumble by Brueckner, UMR was
conduct, bringing the ball from the
see Football, page 8
forced to punt and give Missouri
UMR 19 to the UMR 34 and, two
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UMR Club Feature:

Tae-kwon- do has a rich tradition
fi rst bl ack belt, there are 8 more dans.
by David Wekesa
At the University of MissouriStaff Writer
Rolla, Tae-Kwon-do has been active
for quiet a while, pioneered by the
Tae-kwon-do is an ancient Korean martial art whose origin dates back - efforts of the UMR Tae-kwon-do
to 37 B. C. It has developed through Club.
When Yehia Fadel , a recomthe years to include the skills and
mended black belt who started studytechniques currently present in the
art.
ing Tae-Kwon-do a few years ago at
UMR, was asked what the club
In the recent past, Tae-Kwonmeant to him, he said "UMR TaeDo. under the World Tae-Kwon-do
Kwon-Do is like family to me."
Federation (WTF) has experienced
He adds to this by saying, "Taetremendous growth as far as recognition is concemed . It is now practiced
in over 150 countries with over 30
million members. In both the 1988
and 1992 games, in Seoul and
Barcelona respectivel y. it was introduced as a demonstration sport. It
makes its offi cial debut as an
Olympic sport in the 2002 summer
games in Sydney, Australia.
Literature from the U.S. Institute
of Martia l Arts describes Tae-kwondo as an all-around sport that aims to
kwon-do at UMR is continuos, Those
build body, mind and spirit apart from
who were white belts five years ago
teaching self defense.
are now black belts training the new
Tae-kwon-do also teaches one
white belts who in tum will do the
respect for the self, respect for family,
same when the get higher in rank".
especially parents, and respect for
The club at one time was regardsociety and the world in general.
ed as one of the best region . In recent
Indeed an all-around sport.
years mebership has dropped and this
The ranks in the sport range
distinction is not so high for UMR 's
from white belt to black belt. To attain
club.
the next rank be lt, one must know
So what happened? .
certain fo rnls and fighti ng techniques
"Most of ' the higher ra n k~d
on which he wi ll be graded. After the

.
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Packers blow early lead but beat
4gers in game of the week

"And it's challenging our ability
by T.J. Simers
members graduated and thus the club
to win a championship," he added.
lost quiet a few of its members over
The Packers (6-2), in addition to
. L.A. TimeslW ashingto n Post
the years," Fadel said.
Brinll on Carolina and New
earning the playoff home-field
Another member, Ron Porter, a
tiebreaker edge with San Francisco
Orleans, somebody the 4gers can
red belt who has al so been practicing
, that
Minnesota
beware
should the 4gers hold off mighty
while
,
(6-2)
beat
says
years,
Tae-Kwon-do for several
Atlanta (6-2), moved within one
tail gating monster from Titletown
that the club usually undergoes a
USA being fed by the enthusiasm of game of the NFC Central-leading
cyclic trend aftcr every few years. He
Vikings (7-1), whom they will play in
59,000 waving foam rubber Cheese
said the current membership stands at
is about to pass you once
Minnesota in three weeks.
about 20-30 and has class size is ,Sticks
again.
A y!'ar ago the
about 10.
jumped
Green
Vikings
The
n-do
ofTae-kwo
About the future
Packers, "/I heard a couple boos outto an 8-2 start,
Bay
at UMR, both Yehia and Porter said
tied
slapping aside the . (after a first half ending remaining k
that the future is bright. Fadel added
4gers like an interception I and Mike was w. th th e Pa~ ersa
that the only way to ensure continuity
week later at 8-3
I
.
overma tched
of the club was having new members
9-7,
sparring partner rantmg and raving '" but only to finish
join.
while Green Bay
more
one
no
was
there
confifth
the
for
do
Tae-kwonof
aspect
Another
time, relaxed out there than me. n went 13-3to and
secuti ve
is the emphasis placed on sparring
.ts
advanced
San
outscored
and competition.
in
second
17-0
Francisco
Competition and sparring are to
the fourth quarter
- Brett Favre consecutive Super
ensure that the individual studying
Bowl.
for a 36-22 victothe art can gauge how well he or she
Packers
The
. ry at Lambeau
has mastered the sport and thus
Field in Green Bay.
heard about the Vikings' 27-24 loss to
improve on their skills.
Tampa Sunday moments before playThe 4gers, all sizzle and no·meat
They also allow an individual to
Bay, have
Green
ing the 4gers.
of
likes
the
against
within
skills
put to the test his or her
Green Bay Coach Mike Holmnow been outscored 53-6 in the first
a safe and controlled environment.
gren said, "I didn't say anything to the
quarter in their last five ' games with
Any rank belt can take part in competeam because I was so excited I was
the Packers, which includes three
tition but most usually start when they
afraid I'd spit on somebody."
consecutive losses in the playoffs.
are yellow belts which is one rank
. The atrnosphe,e in Lambeau
"I think we're .elaying top-line
higher than the white belt.
Green Bay) is a
had a playoff feeling, which
(beatmg
but
Field
.football,
.Club
-do
The UMR Tae-Kwon
said
climb,"
to
the 4gers were doomed. The
have
still
meant
we
mountain
tournaparticipates in two or three
Steve
k
while lacking a running
quarterbac
Packers,
Francisco
San
ments a semester. Thi s semester, they
' You'ng, now 0-8 in his career against
wi ll take part in a tournament in Fensee Packers, page 7
the Packers.
ton,M issouri, on November, 2 1.
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Packers
from page 6
game and tfte offensive weapons to
match the 4gers' firepower, had been
stoked into a frenzy this week by
Holmgren, a former assistant for the
4gers.
"There's something about this
week that T]1akes Coach Holmgren go
nuts,'" Packer safety LeRoy Butler
said.
"He warns us before the week
stans, but there's a look ~nd a way'
about him and it's not a good thing to
get him upset," Butler said.
Holmgren, who will probably be
coaching the San Diego Chargers
next season, somehow got 95 yards
rushing out of Travis Jervey, no
relation to Jim Taylor, and a defensive effort that limited the vaunted
4ger passing game to 132 net
yards.
Green Bay defensive end
Reggie White, who had three
sacks, said the difference between
the Packets and the 4gers is obvious.
"They got some great players, but I think we're better prepared," White said.
From the outset of the game it
looked like the 4gers had foregone
practice all week. Green Bay's first
offensive play, which took 21 seconds, resulted in Brett Favre. hitting
Antonio Freeman for an 80-yard
touchdown pass.
After Young was sacked twice
the first two times he retreated to
pass, the -4gers were forced to punt.
The snap from center, however, went
sailing through Reggie Roby's hands
and out of the end zone for a safety.
It was 9-0 Green Bay, about to
become 16-0 after Packer safety Pat
Terrell intercepted a Young pass, set. ting up a ~O-yard touchdown strike
from Favre to Robert Brooks.

r!

"I'm tired of los'ing to the Packers," 4ger receiver Jerry Rice, who
came back to catch a r2-yard touchdown pass from Young to keep everyone's interest. , said".
The touchdown, the 80th for the
Young-Rice combo, set an NFL
record, eclipsing the 79 between the
Mial)1i Dolphins' Dan Marino and
Mark Clayton.
But as good as Young and Ri~e
have been together, Favre and Holmgren are better. Going back to 1992,
when the Packers acquired Favre
from Atlanta giving Holmgren the
only starting quat:terback he's known
jn Green Bay, there has been greatness in the making.
Favre was at his worst in 1992

knows that'" Holmgren said, "Ri ght
now we have to throw a lot and take
more chances than normal since the
running game is not what it should
be."
The Packers, play ing w ithout
running back Dorsey Levens (injured
foot) , lost possession on three consecutive series with Favre be ing intercepted, including a crucial mistake in
the final seconds of the second half,
wiping away at least three points with
a field goal.
San Francisco linebacker Lee
Woodall stepped in front of Freeman
at the goal line and Favre's pass landed directly in his gut, prompting
Holmgren along the sidelines to double over in apparent pain.
"I heard a couple boos and Mike
was ranting and raving and everyone else had something to say,"
said Favre, "but ther~ was no one
more relaxed out there than me."
"I threw three interceptions, but
I've never counted myself o~t and
as long as I still have the chance to
have the ball in my hands, I like

our chances," Favre said.
Favre, recovering from a nightmarish third quarter, put the Packers ahead for good with a 62-yard
dart to Freeman for a touchdown.
Young who was sacked nine
times, the most by any opponent in
and 1993, prompting Holmgren to sit
his career and the most for' the Packdown with Favre and come to terms.
ers since Oct. 24, 1965 against the
"I told him we're either going to
Dallas Cowboys, fumbl~d after being
the top of the world together or into
hit by Packer defender Keith McKenthe dumpster, but we're going to play
zie and teammate Earl Dotson recovthrough this stuff," H_olmgren said.
. ered at the 4gers' II-yard line.
He has been true to his word. •
On the following play later JerFavre, the NFL's MVP the past
vey recorded his first NFL touch- ,
three years, has thrown three interdown, and earned' his first Lambeau
ceptions in four of his last five starts,
leap into the crowd.
including against the 4gers. His misAt that point the game was
takes allowed the 4gers to rebound
essentia lly over with the Packers
from a 16-0 deficit and pull ahead 22holding a two touchdown lead and the
19 in the closing minutes of the third
thousands of Packer fans screaming
quarter.
inthe ears of the 4gers. '
"That's not good and Brett
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Miner soccer team suffers dissapointing
loss
to
Quincy
Staff Writer
T he Uni versity of Missouri Rolla men's soccer team brought their
record to 13-3 last week after a win to
McKendree and a tough loss to Quincy.
Last Wednesday the Miners shut
out McKendree 2-0 at home. UMR 's
Brian Koscielski scored both of the
goals in the game. The goals were
both assisted by Nathan Wojtiekwicz
and were at 23 :25 and 72:05 . UMR
goalie Todd Wilfling had six saves
from McKendree's 16 shots. The
miners had 19 shots on goal. Eleven
of those shots were saved by McKendree goalie Brian Stark.
On Saturday, 'the Miners played
Quincy at Quincy, Illinois. This was
a tough loss for the miners with the
Quincy'S Scott
final score 2-1.
Rogles scored the first goal in the
game at II :23.
After half-time
UMR's Nathan Wojtiekwicz scored
an unassisted goal at 48:05. This tie
at I-I was broken at 73 :50 by Quincy's Scott Rogles.
UMR only had six shots on goal
during the game, three of which were
saved by Quincy goalie Jason Write.
UMR goalie Todd Wilfling had four
saves from Quincy 's 19 shots.

_~IID

1-800 885 8024»

Who: Goody's Family C10lhing is the fastest growipg
retaIler in the Southeast! Current ly, we have 239'stores

~WlD2:fer

.NBF:Ill:a A I'!BIU

dominant retaile r

YOUR CHOICE FOR
ONLY $9.99 WITH
THIS COUPON!
OR

364-7213

1

DELIVERY
341-9941

Not good for dine-in
Must Present Coupon

in 15 states!

-\VIlat: Goody's canies the finest in name-brand
apparel like Levi's. Dockers, Recbok. Leslie Fay, Sag
Harbor, Villager, 1\lfred Dunner, Lee, Union Bay ~md

Bugle Bo)'~
Why: Goody's has made it our mission to offer our
customers. the beSt prices in name-brand fashions.
and our employees the finest opponunitics. We offer a
ncxible schedule, e,xcellem benefits package , including
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PICK UP

see Soccer, page 8
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"The season has gone great so
far. I am very pleased with how the
team has played. We lost over the
weekend, but it was probably the best
game we've had all year," UMR's
Scott Vogelsang said. " Overall, I

EDgin

we are eve n morc.

1
1
-I
............ ".. 1

ever since.

SOI~ ML~lJBJ

of the Southeasl.

I
1

UMR's Ben Cunningham said,
" It was a tough loss to take on Saturday, but we played a good game. The
ball just didn 't bounce our way in the
end."
" The team played ex tremel y
well ," UMR 's 8.J. Stuhlsatz said,
"We got really unlucky quite a few
times. Both of their go~ls were lucky.
Nate (Nathan Wojtiekwicz) hit the
post with a minute or so to go and
another one of his shots got cleared
off of the line, so it just wasn't our
day."
On Sunday, Nov. 8 the Miners
will play a make-up game against
Rockhllrst in Kansas City at 2:00.
"We hope to beat Rockhurst on
Sunday, that is all that we are thinking
about right now." Cunningham said.
The Miners are very happy
about the season that they have had.
They took the MIAA conference
championship, have a record of 13-3,
an'd have been playing solid soccer

by Marci Medley
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Jacksonville
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45

19

31
17

33

26

Minnesota
Tampa Bay

, 27 ·
. 24

Fast Fact: Morten Andersen
now has 1,700 career points,
surpassing Jan Stenerud for
fourth on the NFL career list.

Washington
N.Y..Giants

Fast Fact: The Oilers have
beaten Pittsburgh in consecutive games for the first time '
since sweeping the 1993 season series.

14

Fast Fact: David Patten had
the first touchdown on a kickoff return by the Giants since
Dec. 10, 1995, when Thomas
Lewis did it against the Redskins.

Buffalo
Miami

30
24

Fa~t Fact: It was the first
time jimmy Joh[lson .an·d
Doug Flutie were in the same
game since Flutie was at
Boston College in 1984, when
his last second "Hail Mary"
pass beat Johnson's Miami
Hwrricanes

New England
Indianapolis

Arizona
Detroit

N.Y. Jets
Kansas City

41
31

20
17

Fast Fact: Bam Morris,
aquired from Chicago on Oct.
6, led Kansas City with 41.
yards on 13 cairies. All of his
rushing attempts came in the
second half.

Green Bay
36
San Francisco 22
Fast Fact: Brett Favre's three
interceptions gives him an
NFC-Ieading 15 fo go with his
17 touchdowns.

17
15

Fast Fact: Marshall Faulk
Fast Fact: Herman Moore
rushed for a career-low 22
had tWo catches for 26 yards,
yards, but had nine recep. extending his consecutivetions for 119 yards and went
game .streak to 100 games of
over the 1,000,yard mark
one catch or more.
from scrimmage for the fifth .
consecutive season, tying the Atlanta
.37
franchise record to start a
St.
Louis
15
career.

from page 5

from page 7

Tennessee
Pittsburgh

21

Footb'all

Soccer

Fast Fact: Minnesota's Cris
Carter caught a pass in his
107th straight game, but he
didn't do it until the second
half. s.

Fast Fact: With his three
catches, Shannon Sharpe
helped the Broncos to their
eigth victory and became the
third tight end in NFL history
to reach 500. Ozzie Newsome had 662 and 'Kellen
Winslow had 541 .

21
16
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Fast Fact: The Saints, who
had three sacks, have recorded at least one in 57 consecutive games, the longest current streak in the NFL and
the longest this decade. The
league's, all-time record is 60
by the Washington Redskins.

Denver
Cindnnati

_

NFL UPDATE

Fast Fact: No expansion
team has reached 30 victories faster than Jacksonville
(30-26).
-

Carolina
New Orleans

_

Oakland

30

S~attle

13

Fast Fact: Tim Brown , who
caught four passes for 74 yards, became the Raiders'
career yardage receiver with
9, 028. He broke the old mark
of 8,974 set by Raiders coach
Fred Biletnikoff.

Join ASUM
as we host a dinner on
W ednesday, November 18
from 6:30 - 8:00 PM
in the Carver Turner Room.,. DCE
with guest speaker

Sarah Welch
Your Student Representative to
the UM System Board ofCurators
Reservation deadline Monday, Nov 16 . Call 341·4970 or email umrasum@umr ,edu ,

think this was probably the best team
. that I have ever been on and we had a
great year."
. UMR's Jeff Hougland said, "The
season as a whole has been a great
ride. No matter who you,are or where
you play its not very often that teams
have seasons like we have, I'am sure
everybody will be disappointed if we
don't make the NCAA tournament,
.but I know the thought of only losing
one sel)ior and playing a tougller
schedule has everybody very excited
about next season's possibilities."
The University of Missouri Rolla women's soccer team also had a
tough loss to Quincy on Saturday.
The Lady Miners lost the game in
overtime with a goal by Quincy'S
Janel Reichert at 107:04.
UMR's Denise McMillan scored
the first goal in the game at 12:01
. with the assist by Sara Rudy, However, Quincy came right back and
scored at 13:02, with the goal by
Karie Richards. UMR's Amanda
Gilbertson scored another point right
before half-time for the Lady Miners
at 43:05 , with the assist by Denise
McMillan.
The lady miners were not able to
hold on to' their half-time lead, and
Quincy· s Karie Richards, scored
again at 82:28, to bring the game into
overtime, .
The Lady Miners had '18' shots
on goal, eight were saved by Quincy's
goalie, Quincy had 10 shots, and
UMR goalie Michelle Johnson saved
three shots.
The Lady Miners will wrap up
their season with
game against
Mankato State of Minnesota on Saturday, in Rolla at the UMR soccer
fields at I p.m.
- .

Missouri Southern 's next possession,
giving UMR possession and the
QPportunity to score another touchdown, bringing the score to 30-12.
The game stayed at 30- I 2 for the
majority of the fourth .quarter, changing when Missouri Southern made a
successful field goal attempt from the
19-yard line with 4:04 left, making the
score 33-12. .
UMR tried desperately to make a
comeback, scoring anoiher touchdown and successful extra point, making the score 33- I 9, where it stayed
for the remainder of the game, .
UMR's football ieam is now 9-9
for the season and 0-7 for the MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletics
Association with two games left to
play, holding the bottom rung of
MIAA standings just under Southwest
Baptist University, who is 1-6, .
. UMR's last two ga,n;es are both
MIAA gameS, first against Emporia
State at Emporia, Kansas on November 7, then against SBU iri Bolivar,
Missouri on November 14. UMR's
next game against Emporia State is at
1 p.m:

day

a
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processing mall for
national company! Free
supplies, postage I No sell·
ing! Bonuses! Start. imme· .
diately! Genuine opportu··
nity!
Please rush Long Self·
Addressed Stamped Enve·
lopeJo
.
MPC, SUITE 391
2045 Mt..Zion Rd
. MORROW, GA 30260
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John Carpenter
Vampires
",nO!! this past weekend just in
ne for Halloween.
John Carpellter S Vampires
lould, however, not be confused
ith previous vampire tales such as
racula, Interview with a Vampire,
righl Nighl, Lifeforee, From Dusk
ill Dawn, or Blade. As with these
revious vampire flicks, Vampires
Drtrays the image of a vampire in a
ifferent way and brings a new
ampire mythology to the genre.
Whereas, Vampires tries to bill
self as a horror movie, the reality is
lat this movie is more akin to Carenter's action-thrillers like Escape

and hi s remake of Village of the
Damned. The only horror aspect is
the endless gore in Vampires.
The Take:

Jack Crow (James Woods; COII- (Thomas Ian Griffith; Kull the Contact, Ghosts ofMississippi) is a master ql/eror) . Valek is in search of the
vampire slayer in a small army
of slayers for the Vatican .
Crow, the anti-hero, carries a
constantly abusive, violent and
soulless attitude toward those
around hi m- namely, his fellow slayer, Montoya (Daniel
Baldwin; Mullholla;d Fa lls,
Trees Loullge), the unexperienced priest, Father Adam
Guiteau (Tim Guinee; Blade)
and the hooker transformin g
into a vampire, Katrina (Sheryl Lee; "black cross," the essence of which
Twill Peaks: Fire Walk With Me).
wi ll make him virtuall y invulnerable.
What else is Crow to do but kick
Crow and his small band have .
devoted their li ves to slaying vampires some vampire butt?
and have now come across the origiRocko's Two Cents:
nal and most powerful vampire, Valek
John Carpenter S Vampires may

day in the interesting life of Nicholas

~~~~I 'Y Nick Skupnik, G.I. T.
lerve Writer
Life is strange. How can it be so
,xci ting when we do basically the
ame thing every day? How can it be
.0 popular if it's so routine? Why do
ve enjoy the monotony? Well, I think
hat's why we have hobbies. But even
hey become routine' eventually. So
Nhat if we could spend a day in the
ife of someone else?
I think it would be very sha-

1!~!~ ~adelic if I could spend a day in the

=

frpm New York and Big Trouble in LitlIe Chilla than it is to Carpenter 's horror-thrillers .like Halloweell, Christill e

ife of Harrison Ford ... or Sean Connery ... or maybe David Letterman.
That would be a cool day. But if
we're lucky - I mean · REALLY
lucky (not Jon Truesdale) - we could
spend a day in the life of one of the
coolest people I know ~" .. Nick Sturm_

I have known Nick Sturm for six
years now. He leads a great li fe . We
should all be envious of him. Let's
take a look at· a day in his life. To
understand his life, we must try to
understand the man. We wi ll never be
a.ble to do that totally. But let's try.
Sturm is the kind of guy who can (and
wi ll) make anyone laugh . Whether
with his strange yet hilario us sense of
humor or with his impersonation of a
chicken-with-its-head-cut-off,
he
makes people laugh. I find him very
funny. When I'm with him, I can't
stop laughing - he's that funny.
Well, take a day in his life . He
gets up, goes to the shower)n his robe,
comes back and changes. Once he
came back to his room to find the door
open '(it usually is) and a lot of people
in there. Being stili early (for him), he

a new
golf set for his 19th birthday.
photo courtesy of Sarah Albers

When will students get a break?
by Andrea Benson
Verve Writer

Center

I was sitting at my computer today throwi ng paper
wads at the screen, trying to figure out what exactly I was
going to write (common procedu~e for the inspirationally
challeng~d-) when I saw a box near the desk that had an
unusual sticker on it. It was probably put there by some
random friend playjng a joke, so I didn' t think anything of
it. Well, I looked at what the sticker actually said. It was a
white sticker with the words, "This Carton Contains A
Break."
[ thought it very curious that the person chose to put
that there. How many times in the paper-writing, teacherignoring, cafeteria-food-hati ng, homework-fighting, computer-illiteracy-struggling days of our college existence do
we aGtuall y get or take a break?
Let's face it, we'd all love to look· our professors
straight in the eye and tell them, " You ' re a rat fink!", get
out of school, make "money Iike Bill Gates off of some
ingenious idea, drink beer and fish for the rest of our li ves.
It would indeed be wonderful , especiall y after failing that
exam one more time and reali z ing that you ' re going 10 take
this lousy class so man y times that you could al most major

in just that class!
Where does the break come in? Where is that big sign
in the sky pointing you in the direction of wealth·, beer and
fishing? When does our ship fin ally come in? If I could
tell you, I wouldn't be here to write this article.
I do know these facts, though. Unt il we finally figure
out what it is that will create our magical rainbow of cash,
we have to kee p smiling at those rat fink professors even
after the fifth time he's failed our test. We have to keep
hating our cafeteria food at the dorms. We have to keep
sludying and typing and working unti l the steam that is
coming out of our ears contributes to the ozone problem.
We have to keep on sitting in our room, staring at the wall,
chewing on week-old pizza, sipping on day-old Mountain
Dew and rolling around in our computer chairs.
We will see how many times we can hit the computer
screen from across the room trying to think of our thesis
statement for our fi ve- page paper over the subject of how
man y times will we chew gum if we were flying to Jupiter
on the back of a European swallow.
And to all of you who never fail at these remarkable
feats, I salute you with my raised bottle of Dr. Slice!
Here's 10 all of you, and if you ever find a box wtth a break
actually in there, send it my way! Cheers!

wasn't thinking straight, went oul into
Ihe hall and put on his underwear.
When he reali zed what he just did, he
was so shocked! ·But on a normal day,
he ' d get back and find some iroovy
clothes to put on. Whether it be hi s
P.E. shirt from high school or hi s 70's
style brown suit, Sturm would go out
in the world, complete with army
boots (or maybe his infamous DT
2000s) and thrift store hat (which surprisingly adds a lot of class), Sturm
takes on the world. Not eating breakfast (he has to save his block meals for
when they count), Sturm rushes to
class. Doodling in class (great works
of art), Sturm eveo entertains hi s
classmates.
Sturm 's day doesn 't end there oh no! There's more. Nick Sturm will
go down to lunch to eat with his floor

seem like a shallow movie (and to
some degree it is), but overall it is a
decent movie. I was, frankly, a little
di sappointed that it was not the horror
mo vie I was anticipating.
Nevertheless, Vampires was
interesting with its slightly new take
on vampire mythology and entertaining with its action scenes. A bonus to
the movie was its great and fitting
soundtrack, which was composed by
John Carpenter. Also, Thomas Ian
Griffith makes an excellent vampire
and Sheryl Lee plays the role of transforming into a vampire very well (not
that I have much to base that opinion
on).
. My overall recommendation
would be to see Vampires, but wait for
it to come out on video.

v.

Sturm

mates and have another good time. If
you eat with Sturm ever, ask him
about the Maginot Line. Then, he'd
probably go up to 4 North and mess
around on his computer or wi th some
friends on Ni ntendo 64 (most likely
Goldeneye), until more people get out
of class. If yo u ever get the chance,
play Nintendo 64 with Sturm. He
adds his own sound effects. And he
really gets into it. It 's funny just to
watch him play. Everyone always has
fun when playing with Nick Sturm.
And the day isn't half over yet!
Nex t, around 4:29, guys on the floor
(girls too) will start getting ready "for
dinner. Sturm will gracefully walk
out into the hallway, and suddenly, at
the top of his lungs, announce,

see Life, page 11

Free ·Fall Film Fest:

The Treasure. of the Sierra Madre
Humphrey Bogart. Waller Huslon. 11111 Holt. Directed by John Huston.
John Huston won Academy Awards as director and as writer. Based
on B. Traven's nQye!, the film reveals the effects of greed and the lure of
sudden wealth on three penniless prospec\ors. Bogart, as Fred C. Dobbs,
gives one of the best pect"orrnances of his career. We watch him cbange _
from a likeable driftet into a man capable of killing-his best friend 'in cold
blood. Huston's father, WaIter, won an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor. I948.PG.
This film will be shoWn free of charge on Thesday, November lOin
Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall.
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12TH & PINE 364-33 11
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Grotto's Upcoming
Events:
November 16th
Kansas City and Deqver
Miller Light Prom'o
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
TAKE ADVANTAGE-OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
· ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
MIXED DRINKS AT THE GROTTO.
OH BABY!!!

TA.COS ~ B"1JR.R.ITOS
Friday 11:30-2:00
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PUZZLE

Program
focuses
on .d ating
by Shelli Obermiller
Panhellenic Council
The UMR Panhellenic
Counci l is sponsoring a campus
wide program whi ch focuses on
creative alternatives for dating
and alcohol free activities. It is
aimed at both males and females
and will give -each the .chance to
interact while learning together.
The program will cover
such topics as love vs. lust, creative dating on a limited budget,
the impact of AIDS on relationships and dating and much more.
Students wi ll get the chance to
meet others and learn fun and
exciting ideas to help improve
their lives.
.
The Creative Dating program will be held Nov. II at 7
p.m. in Centennial Hall. All are .
welcome, and we hope to see you
there.

Blue Sabres .contributes to self
improvement and to the community
by Cadet Doug Hamilton
Air Force ROTC
Have you ever wanted to know
how to twi rl rifles in the air? .Well I
know of some people
who can. They are the
Blues Sabres and I am
going to tell you a bit
about them.
Blue Sabres is an
internal organization of
Air Force ROTC. In
order to be a member,
one must go through a
special training process
which in~ludes learning
special drill, sabre handling techniques, special rifle tosses and
teamwork. The goal of
this process is to
strengthen the trainee's
mind and body in order
for them to perform under pressure;
thus, adhering to the Blue Sabres
motto, " It is not permitted of us to be
mediocre."
The Blue Sabres perform many
tasks within the community. For
example, on the weekend of the..J 9th

~

..........................................................................................
"" .................................................................... " " ...................................................................................................... .
·
.
: Student

I

and 20th of October, the Blues Sabres
performed a color guard for the Mis.
souri Day's Parade in Trenton, 'Mis,
souri . While still in Trenton, the team
also did their ' rifle twirling' in a rifle
routine at the annual
Missouri Day's High
School Band Competi.
tion. Along with assist·
ing in other local events,
the Blue Sabres also
perform special funeral
services in respect for
local veterans. You may
have possibly seen tile ,
Blue Sabres at some of
the home football games I
where they present -the
colors (the flags) or at
the graduation ceremOny.
Helping out in the
community is not Blue
Sabres only responsibi~
ity, Blue Sabres also performs many
functions within AFROTC. These
include: advising the corps on proper
drill and ceremonies, performing in
color guards and special events and
being role models for other AFROTC
cadets.
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Searching
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by Keith Steinnerd

UMRTECHS

Board

Well, it's that time of year
again when people are looking for
jobs. Did you know that the best
position is right here at UMR during
the semester? These po~ition s are
v e r y
un iq u e
beca u se
they provide
an
enormous
range of
benefits
such as enhancing leadership and
presentation skills, building selfconfidence, learning team work,
having fUD, gaining knowledge,
obtaining the satisfaction of helping
others, establishing contacts, earning money, building a great resume
and esta61ishing many new friendships.
So, what are these fabulou s
positions? It is becoming a member
of the UMR TECHS peer education

UMR

a

job?

support group. UMR TECHS provides various programs to organizations on and off campus, coordinates guest speakers on campus and
organizes other miscellaneous
events such as Hot Shots, the . late
night sports tournament held last
week. UMR TECHS goal is to promote issues
that consist
of
a
h ea l thy
li fes t y l e,
w h i e h
inc l ud e
alcohol and
sexual awareness, nutrition, stress
management, communication and
relationship skills.
If you tbink you are interested
in becoming a Peer Educator, please
contact Linda Burnette at Student
Health Services at 341-4225 or
email burnette@um r .edu. You
may also check out the TECHS web
page
located
at

CHS

http :// www.umr . e d u/ -um~

rtechs .

SUB presents Mel Brooks films
by Steven Trui!mper

SUB

edU
b@UtTl r.
•

., "

In case you haven 't noticed,
it's getting colder every day out
there. What better time than now to
purchase a handsome St. Pat's
sweatshirt to keep you wann? I can
hear you now, "But, I just don't
.
have the cash ... "
Not a problem! The St. Pat's
Committee recognizes that students
need to feel the wannth and comfort
of Rolla's most attractive gannent,
but don't always have a spare picture of Andrew Jackson laying
around.
To alleviate this problem UMR
students can now charge their St.
Pat's Green on their student 10.
That's right-kids, buy now, pay later

(or, if you' re really lucky, let Mom
pay later). No thanks are necessary.
This is j ust another example of the
St. Pat's Committee working tirelessly each day to improve the quality of life of every Rolla Miner.
Reminder to officers of student
organizations: the deadline for Student Knight and Queen of Lilve and
Beauty entries is fast approaching.
Get those fonns and entry fees
turned in as soon as possible. If you
have any questions, give a call to
our good friend Daniel Woodcock
at 364-1909. .
Well , that 's all the good news
for this week. Have a speedy recovery from the shock of your midtenn
grades and remember there's only
127 DAZE until the Best Ever St.
Pat's!

" " '

.. ;;,;

This Friday and Saturday,
SUB presents two Mel Brooks
films. Blazing Saddles; a boisterous, quasi-offensive, absurd and
very funn y parody of the western
genre movies; is .set in the wild west
just after
the end of
the Civi l
War.
A
greedy
I and
developer
wa nts to
buy the
town of Rock Ridge and then sell it
to the railroad for a profit. He sends
in gangs to drive out the town folk .

To further seal the towns doom he
has the Govenor appoint the first
black sheriff in histo ry.
Leslie Niel son stars as the
vampire in Dracula: Dead and Loving It . This
film is a paroof
the
dy
ad ventures of
Bram Stoker's
Transylvanian
blood-sucker.
Blazing
Saddles starts
at 7 p.m. with
Dracula: Dead
and Loving II
starting afterward at 9 p.m. Both movies wil l be
shown Friday and Saturday in ME
104. Thi s is free to all Students.

_________
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. OD!! " Trained like Pavlov 's dogs, we
all jump up and walk down to the elevators. We all sit together, talking
crazy talk, enjoying the communal
atmosphere and eating dinner. Once
we're all satisfied , we follow Stunn
upstairs and conspire to have more
fun. There's always the possibility of
watching TV or a movie on his "broken-in" leather couch (you sat on it if
you were a contestant in TJHA's Dating Game). Or there's the possibility
of more crazy talk, more fun and more
fun (oh, did I mention that already?
That's because it 's a strong possibility). Plus, there 's games and stuff ...
and studyi ng (i f , and onl y if - there's a
test). It's even fun and entertaining to
study wi th Stunn.
Stunn is one person we should
all look to. Not bound by the social
structure prepared for us over the
ages, Stunn is.a man with class all his
own. Ask this "Annadillo of Love"
(quote via ShaWn Maloney) about the
joy of life. If you see Stunn acting
strange and ask him to explain it, he
won ' t. Instead, to help you figure out
life for yourself, he' ll make you join
him. Surprise, you ' ll be having a lot
of fun . He 's almost as crazy as I am.

as low as

Black & White - $.04/copy
Color - $. 79/copy

24 HDIII ACCESS AVAILAILE
Other Services Available :
Laminating, Binding, Transparencies

Townfleld Plaza

Southside Shoppers Wortd
1028 South Highway 63
Rolla , MO 65401
573-364-0006
573-364·-0007 (fax)

320 (chord Ave. Su~e H
Waynesville, MO 65583
573-774-5538
573-774-5744 (fax)

Stunn has got it all , from humor to a
bit of eccentricity to a bursting of creative juices flowing through hi s veins.
It 's so much fun to be with Mr. Stunn

(Nick). If I could spend a day in the
life of anyone, I'd do anything to
make sure it was Nick Sturm, the
coolest man I know.

AT&Ti Going To Change The Way
. You Feel About Mondays!
Waling u~ ~ morning is ne",r aneosy ~ing b do. But il '10/'" been
seaching lor a new opparlKli~ with a glaba leader, tlis is ooe Monday)OO1
want kl be ...e nat kl """sIe.p! ThaIs because AT&T, ile ~ leader in
~munkations, win be holding a Job Fair kllind "" brigh2sfindividua\s ta
join th!ir growing team.

Job Fair
9a~Noon;lp~pm

Computer Nelw..x Associate • . Perlorm comp<Aer aperoIioru rehting kl seffing
up and lTlOfIiloring networ'< devices including Iarg~scale prcee""" and periphero~
and perform debiied diagnostics b pinpoinl problems and resot-.. system Ioilur".
Starting salary cI $561/_k b lop pay wiltin 2 ye<!lS cI $921 /wet'¥..

Doubletree Riverport Hotel
13735 Riverport Drive
Maryland Heights

Computer Center Plant £~ineer . Responsible lor CX>nIinuous ~(Yision
and operation cI 011 phy>icoI ptont sys~ms and !.n1ding seMceScI a major AT&T
OO<Ilj>III!r center. Sklr1ing salary al $561 /wet'¥. kllop pay wi~in 2 years cI
$921 /_k.

Monday, November 9th

~ake ~e Eor~ G~ Expre"""Y sou~

~t wi~

Technkal Stoff Member · Requires minim"".2 years cI UNIX Admin, 1ye<!l
cI HP Openview, I ye<!l cI programming, koowtedge cI TCPlIP &~rwm
coocepIs, and experience wi~ Windows 95. You will handle adminislrolian lor
UNIX syslem, HP Openviow, Gensym G2, and ~rwm and p.Viide PC support.
On·The-Spot Te.ring for the following Entry·Level Technkal Po.itions.
, (Please allow 3 hours for testing)

and klrn righl on Riverporl Drive!
us personolly and lind out more about ilese excffing oppcxt.Jniliesl

Technical Positions
Senior Technkal Associate 11 . Requires e"l"rt l:nowIedge cl1»l(WAN
tedmobg~s lie. roul!n, hubs, TCP/f, et) ond ~
Ii· i knowleCge cI Privol!
Une, Frome Relay, and ATM seMc:es. wning
cI Gsco Routers,
Say Netv.<lib, H' Openview, USR/TCM, and UNIX a us.
Quality As.u",nce Manager . Provide support on 011 questions or concerns
regarding prcee~, metI-.ods, and quali~ issues wi~ Operations ond interlace wi~
ner Support, Engineeiing, and R&D groups kl resot-.. process issues.
Dial Platfonn SuperviJO< . Networlc management skills, networlc archiledure
knowledge, and project managemenl ond supervisory e"l"rience required.
Pa.tion wil wort 4om-Noon, 5 dO'(' per wet'¥. and pos'bIy 1...kend day ond
wil be responsible lor Networlc AnoIy.is, Y-M Prioritization, and NOC
Supervisory coverage lor "" Dial Platform.
Cu.tomer Techn"al Support Supervisor· Respon.ble lor collecting dalO
.om opero~onol support databases, anline caD ~a~slics, and reblional databases.
Requ,es knowledge al AT&T's f 8ockhore Networlc and Miaosoh Excel.
Knowledge cI UNIX Microsoh Acce~ and HTMl edi~ng a ~us.
Senior Technkal Stoff Member· Responsible lor providing Tie! Support lor
C88MS services; )00 win need e"l"rt knowledge 01 ~rwAN tedmalogies
(e.g. routers, hubs, TCP/f, et.). WoOOng knowledge 01Private Une, Frame Rday,
ATM services, Gsco routers, H' Openview, and UNIX a plus.

Sales Positions
Account Representative • . FtlJ.nme. Hande inbooocl sob calh from AT&T
,..,identiol cvsIomeB regording ile so~ cI AT&T seMc:es. Slorting salary
$8.38/hr plus poylor-perfoononce bonus ~an.

Customer Service Positions
Cu.tomer Service Associate • . FlA-nme, term. Provide support 10 customers
ona vorie~ 01 tedmiro prodt.ds. Siorling soIary cI $10.1 O/hr.
AT&T team members enjoy excellent benefit. including: ' Fully Paid
Trainina • Great Company-Paid Medicai/Dentlll/Vi~on/Ufe (aI!et 6
month.! • Advancement Opportunities • Tuition Assi.tllnc. (CMlilable
immediately) • 401{k) Saving. Plan' Long Distllnce Call Reimbur>ement
• And Morel
dt.OObie kl anend ... Job Fair, please coil 0lK Job Hojine at (314) 275-3271
lor odditioool information.

Set your clocks! Mark your calendars!
This is one Job Fair you
don't want to .miss!

-:-AT&T
It's all wit hin your reach.
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Libra (Septem ber 23 - October 22): Today
is full of surprises. Expect the unexpected.
Wear dark colQrs. EnjOy autumn. Other
.
Libra plays role.

HOR.OSCOPES
b\( Lottie Doog-I)

Aries (March 21 - April 19): Well, the day
of the dead is approaching, Prepare yourself,
You're in for many surprises.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20): What a wondeful day it will be, 'Life is good. Candy is .
good. Eat candy. Enjoy life. Aries persons
play insignificant roles. Sagitanius persons
involved,
Gemini (May 21 - June 20): Dance like a
skeleton . . . prepare for the weekend . Howl
at the moon. Aries persons do not play any
roles.

ACROSS

1 Able

36 Tell
36 Focus
39 Clothes
42 Type of dive
45 Sage
47 Gripe
49 Basic
51 Serious
52 Allowance
54 Season of fasting
56 Achieve
58 Woe
59 Fish eggs
61 Suc ker
65 Eastern state (abbr.)
67 Exist

4 Pop
8 Ocean
11 Lady
12 Former Russian emperor
13 Small bug
14 Article
15 7th Greek letter
17 Elaler
19 Make tatting
21 _ Ki ng Cole .
23 Opera solo
24 Expression of sorrow
26 Dine
28 Mistakes
30 Scar
A NSWER S ApPEAR ON PAGE 10
32 17th Greek letter
34 Self
-.~
-.<.
35 Atop
37 Tongue
""'
40 Prefix meaning "in"
.
U
1
41 Sack
43 Done
44 Haul
46 Tehran is the capital
48 Gang
50 Substance
53 Iran's monetary Ullit
55 Angry
57 Peak
58 Park police
60 Helpl
62 Exist
63 N. America n Indian
64 Bright star
68 Aid
68 Ever (poetic)
69 Freshwater duck
70 Each

*

.,..,

DOWN
1 Water channel
2 Form of be
3 Born
4 Old
5 Boney:
6 Bit
7 Region
8 Irony
9 Grow
10 Dinod
11 Illformation
16 Preposition
18 Before ( P c etl ~ )
20 Cap
22 Earl's territory
25 Unhappy
27 Artic le
29 Fatner's boy
31 Free
33 Fall month (abbr.)
35 Sash

..

1

Cancer (June 21 - July 22): What a terrible
day you will have! Don't worry - it will be a
very small price to pay for the great weekend
you will have! Libra persons play roles.
Leo (July 23 - August 22): What a terrible
day you will have! Enjoy it while you can!
Your weekend will not be so fortunate .
Cancer native plays prominent role.
Virgo (August 23 - Septemb er 22):'
Chocolate? Sweettarts? Pixy stix? .

Scorpio (Octobe r 23 - Novemb er 21):
Smile. It can't be that bad. Sure, it may
seem like it's raining for you while it's sunny
for everyone else . .. but the rain will wash
away, and leave a rainbow.
Sagitarr ius (Novem ber 22 - .December 21):
Smell the roses. Take a walk. Talk with a
trusted friend. Enjoy the serenity of today.
Libra plays role.
Caprico rn (Decemb er 22 - January 19):
Sleep with one eye open. Close the shades.
Keep to yourself. You don't know what evil
spirits are lurking around.
Aquariu s (Januar y 20 - Fe~ruary 18):
Happy happy joy joy ... Laugh at life.
Laugh at death. Laugh at yourself. Make
others laugh at you .. . he he. Taurus persons involved.
Pisces (Februa ry 19 - March 20): You are
not an Aries. You will not experience anything significant with an Aries. Get it into
your head! See Aries horoscope.
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2 9'
,....!ion:
,.,.... GPA: , '
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.
cHE B '
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Remal "" Deadline
Hall
wIlOd

" INC, 11
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Grad Date: 12fOl~
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ELECB
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AfG INDUSTRIE!

Intet'lfe'll Date: 1
position: Mech Er
Location: VICtOM
Minimum GPA: 2,
Grad Date: 05101
S~n-Up Method:
CER B
CHEB
ELECB
MECHB
Remarks: Inform:
wood Hall
Notes: Deadline I

BAUMGARTNER
Intervtew Date:
Position: Assista
Location: Spring!
Minimum GPA: ,
Grad Date: 0510'
S~n-Up Method:
CIVLB
EMAN B
Notes: OPEN SI

HUFFMAN ENGI
Interview Date:
Schedule #: 42
Position: Electri(
Location: Uncoil
Minimum GPA:
Grad Date: 0510
S~n·up Methodl
ELEC B
MECHB
NOles: Deadline

JOHN HENRY F
Interview Date:
SchedUle #: 44
Poshion: Indust
.Location: SI. La
Minimum GPA:
Grad Date: 12f(
Citizenship: US
SlQn·up Method
EMGTB
MECHB
Notes: Deadlifl(
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Time-Summer
KEYENCE CORPORATION OF AMERICA '
Interview Date: 11/04198 12:00:00
Position: Techinal Sales Trainee
Localion : Kansas City, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.49
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 1006/01/9 912:00:0 0
Cilizenship: USIPerm Only
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
ELEC B
EMAN B
MECH B
Remarks: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: Qctober 23

A.E. STALEY
Interview Date: 11/05198 12:00:00 AM
Position: Production Engineer
Location: Decatur, IL; Lafayette, IN
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 to 05/01199 12:00:00
Sign-Up Method: Manual
CHEB
Remarks: Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23
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ADTRAN, INC.
Interview Date: 11/12198 12:00:00
Position: Design Engineer
Location: Huntsville, AL
Minimum GPA: 2.95 '
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 to 08/0119912:00:00
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLO SED
CMPSB
CMPSM
CMPSP
ELEC B
ELECM
ELEC P
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 30
AFG INDUSTRIES INC
Interview Date: 11/12198 12:00:00
Position: Mech Engr; Productiqn Supervisor
Location: Victorville , CA
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/981 "2:00:00 to 12101198 12:00:00
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLO SED
CER B
CHEB
ELEC B
MECHB
Remarks: Information on position 'available in 301 Norwood Hall
Notes: Deadline for submitting resume~: October 30

INAT I'I\
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BAUMGA RTNER GENERA L CONTRACTORS, INC_
Interview Dilte: 11/12198 12:00:00
Position: Assistant Project Manager.
Location: Springfield, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.7
Grad Date: 05/01198 12:00:00 !tl12101/9 8 12:00:00
Sign-Up Method:
CIVLB
EMANB
Notes: OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: November 4 - 8:00 a.m.
HUFFMAN ENGINEERING, INC_
Interview Date: 11/04198 12:00:00
Schedule #: 42
Position: Electrical Engineer
Location : Lincoln, NE
Minimum GPA: 2.49
Gracf Date: 05/01 /98 12 :00:00 to 12101 /98 12 :00 :00
Sign-Up Method : PRS-FCFS
ELEC B
M{::CHB
Notes: D eadline for submitting resumes: October 23
JOHN HENRY FOSTER CO_
Interview Date: 11/11/98 12:00:00
Schedule # : 44
Position: Industrial Outside Sales Engineer
'
Location : SI. Louis
.
. Minimum GPA: 2.75 _
Grad Date: 1210119812:00:00 1006101/ 9912:00:0 0
Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Sign-Up Melhod: PRS-CLOSED
EMGTB
MECHB
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: Oclober 30

,

KIEWEIT CONSTRUCTION UNDERG ROUND DIV_
Interview Date: 11/06198 12:00:00
Position: Engineer
Location: North erican and Puerto Rico
Minimum GPA: 2_0
Grad Date: 1210119812:00:00 to 12101102 12:00:00
. Classification: Junior
Senior
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
MIN B
CIVLB
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 29
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
KIMBERL Y CLARK CORPOR ATION
Interview Date: 11/12198 12:00:00
Position:' Entry Level ME; Entry L evel EE
Location: Throughout US
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00:00 to 06/01199 12:00:00
Sign, Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B
MEy HM
Remarks: PRE-RECRu'ITMENT MEETING : November 11
at 7:00 p.m . .
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 30
Information on pOSition available i!1 301 Norwood Hall
KIMBERL Y CLARK CORPORATION
Interview Date: 11113198 12:00:00
Positio.n: Summer Intern
Location : Throughout US
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 to 12101102 12:00:00
Citizenship: USI Perm Only
Classification: Freshman
Sophomore
JI,mior
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
ELEC B
MECH B
Remarks : PRE-REC RUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday,
Novembe r 11 - 7:00 p.m.
212 McNutt Hall
Notes: Dead li ne for submitting resumes: Novembe r 7
ROCHE VITIN CORP.
Interview Date: 11 /11 /981 2:00 :00
Schedule #: 67
Position: Process Engineer
Location : Hannibal, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/98 12 :00:00 to 12101198 12:00:00
Citizenship: USI Perm Only
Classification:
. Sign-Up M'ethod: PRS-CLOSED
CHE B
CHEM
Remarks:
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 30

SHERWIN WILLIS AW STEUDA L TECH CENTER
Interview Date: 11/06198 12:00:00
Schedule #: 77
Position: Chemist and summer intem
Location: Chicago, IL
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101/981 2 :00:00 to 12101102 12:00:00
-Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Classification: Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Grad Stu.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CHE B
CHEM
CHEMB
CHEMM
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Thursday,
Nov. 5, 1998 at 7:00 p.m,
Merec Room - UCE
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23
SHERWIN WILLIS AW STEUDAL TECH CENTER
.
Interview Date: 11/06198 12:00:00
Schedule #: 78
Position: Chemist and summer intem
Location: Chicago , IL
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 198 12:00:00. to 12101102 12 :00:00
Citizenship: USI Perm Only
Classification: Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Grad Stu.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCF S
CHE B
CHE M .
CHEM B
CHEM M
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITME NT MEETI NG: Thursday,
Nov. 5, 1998 at 7:00 p.m.
Merec Room - UCE
Notes: Deadline for submittin~ resumes : October 23
SPRINT PCS
Interview Date: 11/06198 12:00:00
Schedule #: 87
Position : RF Engineer
Location ~ Kansas City & Nationwide
Minimum GPA: 20.0
Grad Date: 05/01 /98 12:00 :00 to 12101198 12:00: 00
Citizenship: US Only
Classification:
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
ELEC B
Remarks: .
Notes: This schedule takes the place of the one cancelled
on 10/27/98. Mace up from previously submitted resumes
and the Career Fair
ST. CHARLE S ENGR. & SURVEYING
Interview Date: 11 /05198 12:00:00
Schedule # ' 88
Position : Design Engineer
Localion: Unknown
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/98 12:00:00 to 12101/98 12:00:00
Citizenship:
Classificalion:
Sign-Up Method : PRS-CLOSED
CIVLB
Remarks:
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 30
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ST. LOUIS COUNTY GOVERNMENT
Interview Date: 11/05198 12:00:00
Position: Civil Engr; Project Resident Engr
Location: SI. Louis Area
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01 /9812:00:00 to 12101 /98 12:00:00
Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CIVL B
Remarks: Information on poSition available in 301 Norwood Hall
County Applications to be completed the day pf the interview. Applications will be available from the recruiters
Notes: Deadline for submi.tting resumes: October 28
TELEDYNE-BROWN ENGINEERING
Interview Date: 11/10198 12:00:00
Position: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall
Location: HuntSVille, AL
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 to 08/01/9912:00:00
Citizenship: US Only
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOS ED
AMTH B
CMPSB
ELEC B
PHYS B
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23

VERITAS DGC INC.
Interview Date: 11/0519812:00:00
Schedule #: 99
Position: geol & geolphy, math, physics
Location : Houston, TXX
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 to 12101/01 12:00:00
Citizenship:
Classification: Junior
Senior
Grad Stu.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
TH B
THM
GEOLB
GEOLM
PHYS B
PHYSM
Remal"ks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday,
November 4 - 6:00 p.m.
Merec Room - UCE
Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: October 26
Information available in 301 Norwood Hall

W ednesday , November 4, 1998

WARNER JENKINSON CO. INC.
Interview Date: 11/0419812:00:00
Schedule #: 104
Position: R&D Tech Service Chemist
Location : SI. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.75
.Grad Date: 05101/9812:00:00 to 12101/98 12:00:00
Citizenship:
Classification:
Sign-Up Method: Manual
CHEMB
CHEM M
Remarks:
Notes: OPEN .SIGN-UP DATE: Immediately
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11/05198 '12:00:00 AM
AB Chance
Centralia, Missouri
CHE B
MECH B 2.45
Sophomore
Schedule open for sign-ups 10/9/98
·Schedu le closed for sig n-ups 10/2 6/98
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999
11/0519812:00:00 AM
Advanced Circuitry Div-Litton Sys.
Springfield, Mo
CHE B
MECH B
CMPS B 2.45
Junior
Senior
will interview 11 /5/98 - changed to 11/6/98
Sign-ups released: 918198
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 10130/98
TITLE - ENGINEERING ASSISTANT
webpage address - littonacdipe.com
START 1ST CO-O P WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999
AND SUMMER 1999
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11/0519812:00:00 AM
AB Chance
Centralia, MO'
ELEC B 2.45
Junior
Schedule open for sign-ups 10/9/98
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN -UPS 10126/98
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION January 1999 and
or Mayl June 1999 January preferred by company

r
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hip includes: full
equired books, I,

Co-Op
11 /05/98 12:00:00 AM
AB Chance
Centralia, MO
EMA N B
MECH B 2.45
(
/.
Sophomore
Junior
Sign-ups released 10/9/98
Schedule closed for sign-ups 10/2 6/98
start 1st co-op work session Mayl June 1999

rio

hrysler Corpora t

11 / 11 /9812 :00:00 AM
Chaparral Steel
Midlothian, TX - 20 miles south of Dallas and FI. Worth
CIVLB
MECH B 2:65
Sophomore
Junior
Schedule open for sign -ups 10/15/98
Schedule closed for sign-ups 11 /6/98
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1999 .
www.chaparralsteel.com
11/13/9812 :00:00 AM
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Various US Locations
ELEC B
MECH B 2.75 ~
Sophomore
Junior USI Perm On ly
Information meeting 11/12198 7pm UCE; ,Rm 211 Meramec Room
Sign-ups released 1012198
Schedule closed for sign-ups 10/30/98
Start 1st co-op work session January 1999-Aug 1999
11/13/9812:00 :00 AM
Loxcreen
Hayti, MO
ELEC B
ELEC M
EMAN B
EMAN M
MECH B
MECH M
METB
MET M 2.7
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Grad Stu.
Sign-ups released 10/21/98
Schedule closed for sign-ups 11 /6198
start 1st co-op work session January 99, August, 99,
MaylJune 99
loxcreen .com

uipment rental,

IClassified Ads

~~nd~IORE INF

.

ARMY SCHOLA

NITIES CONTft
DINO L. MURI

$1250 Fundralser Credit Card
Fundraiser for student organizations. You've seen other groups .
doing it, now it's your turn . One
week is all it takes. NO gimmicks,
NO tricks, NO obligation. Call for
information today.

SHARON MACK!
829·0924:

1-800-932-0528 x 65
www.ocmconcept s.can

Spring Break '99 Cancun' Nassau' Jamaica' Matzalan' Acapulco' Bahamas Cruise' Florida'
South Padre. Travel Free an'd
make lots of Cash! Top reps are
offered full-time staff jobs. Lowest
price guaranteed. Call now for
details l
www.classtravel .can
800/838-6411
FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS
PREPAID PHONE CARDS Earn
$1000 Part-lime 00 caf1llUS. Just call
HlOO·932'{)528x64
For Rent 1106 Olive Sl Apartment C
2-BedroomApl, 3 Blocks from UMR
Rent $240. month
Contact: Joan Genner (314) 638-8374

Classified Ads
are free to UMR
students and faculty. Email texl
to:
erdman@umr . edu

with your stud~nt
number.

ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES:

Commencement Announcements are
available inthe Registrar's Office for all
students graduating on Dec. 19, 1998.
The announcements are provided by the
university at no cost to the graduate
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---'---Financial Aid---12:00:00
CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
With an eye toward assisting outstanding college bound ' students,
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded 1,000 grants to 40 recipients
through its new Junior Golf Scholarship Program. Even though the majority of the winners play 'golf, all selections were made based upon their aca- .
demic and extracurricular effort. For
more information on this exciting program call 1-800-856-0764.
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help of a Canadianl American benefactor. Each year financial assistance is
avai lable to full-time students in both
Canada and the United States. Full
Canadian or American citizenship is a
requirement. Awards are avai lable to
both male and female students for all
areas of post secondary study. A minimum G'PA of 2.7. is requ ired. Criteria
o,ther than strictly academic ability
and financial need are considered in
the selection process. Selected students will receive up to $3 ,0'00. Filing
dates for mailing applications in' I998
. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY are April I st, June I st, and November
15th.
U,S. ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT ACENCY
To receive an application please send
Let the Army pay yo ur way only a stamped ••• (US 3'2 cent), selfthrough Medical , Dental Optometry addressed, standard letter size (No.
School, or a Doctoral level degree 'in
10) envelope to the following address:
ClinicallResearch Psychology. Schol- The J,ohn Gyles Education Fund, '
arship includes: full educational fees, , Attention: R. James Cougle, Adminis-'
required books, lab fees , required
trator, P. O. Box 4808, 7 12 Riverside
equipment rental, $865.00 monthly Drive, Fredericton, New Brunswick,
Canada E3B 5G4.
stipend.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
EDUCATION
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTU- AMERICORPS
NITIES CONTACT:
CAPTAIN AWARDS
The AmeriCorps Education
DINO L. MURPHY OR MRS.
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800- Aw'ards Program offers members the
829-0924 ..
standard AmeriCorps education
stipend of over $4,700 for one year of
KIDS' CHANCE INC. OF MIS- community serv ice, but unlike AmeriCorps USA, it does not provide a livSOURI
What is Kids' Chance? It is a ing allowance or other benefits. For
nonprofit corporation developed by information on this program contact
interested employers, attbrneys, labor- the S(udent Financial - Ass istance
ers, insurers, third party admini stra- Office, G-I Parker Hall.
tors, govemment officials, health care
representatives and rehabilitation CARAT SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
providers. The purpose of Kids'
To receive current information
Chance is to provide ed ucational
scholarships to financially assist the
packets and applications for The Carat
education of children of workers who Scholarship, please have interested
have been seriously injured or killed students send a stamped self
. addressed envelope to: Carat Scholarin Missouri work related injuries.
Which Children are Eligible for the ship Foundation , Attn: Carol McAuliScholarship? To be eligible for the ffe -Di rector, 5 Magnolia Parkway,
Hawthorn Woods, IL '60047.
The
scholarship the ~hild's parent must
have sustained a serious injury or schedule for the Carat Scholarshi p
Foundation Awards is as follow:
fatality in a Missouri work related
accident covered by workers compen- Academic semester Spri ng 1999,
Applications Postmarked by: Novemsation. T he parent's injury or death
ber I, 1998, Awards Distributed by:
must be compensable under Missouri
Workers' Compensation Law, Chapter December 15, 1998. Carat Scholar287 RSMo. The child must be ship Foundations is funded by the
contributions of civic minded individbetween the ages of 16 and 25.
uals, businesses and various fund raisWhen do you apply? Applications are
ers. The Foundation offers $500 accepted at any time. [('IDS '
CHANCE Scholarships are 'awarded $ 1000 scholarships semiannuall y to
on basis of need throughout the year graduate and undergraduate students
as funds are available. The deadlin for who are United States citizens. The
accepting applications for a one year scholarships are awarded on the basis
scholarshIp (fall and spnng semesters) of career goals, financial need and
is May 15th. The deadline for accept- academic record.
ing applications for the spring semester only is October 30th.
AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications available in the Student FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA :
Financial Assistance Office, G-I
Applicants must be U.S. citizens,
Parker Hall , Rolla, MO 65409-0250
or by calling 1-800-484-5733 - code of good moral. character, physically
qualified for an Air Force commis.5437 (KIDS).'
sion, curre.Ttly enrolled or accepted
for the next enrolling class of an
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
accredited allopathic or osteopathic
FUND
The John Gyles Education Fund school within the United or Puerto
is a private , benevolent endeavor Rico, and not contractually oBligated
established eight years ago with the to serve a state or other party upon

grad uation.
Interested persons· should contact their
Air Medical Recruiter for more' information and/or · and intervi ew and
application. (573-446-6750)

their stud ies. Has not enrolled or who
intends to use the award to enroll, in
a course of study leading to a degree
in theology or d ivi ni ty. Has not
recei.ved Educationa l Assistance
$. under the MONGEAP wh ich exceeds
ROTARY CLUB OF FLORIS- or will exceed financial assistance for
more than a total often (10) semesters
SANT LOAN PROGRAM
The Florissant Rotary Clu b wish- or their equi valent. Application deades to inform students of a loan pro- lines: Summer Semester taking appligram which is avail able for el igible cations from January I - Apri l 30.
students through the Flo-Ro Trust.
Applications available in the Student
This program is part oa an overall
Fin ancial Assistance Office, G- I,
effort by the Florissant Rotary Clu b to Parker Hall.
assist in the education of qualified students within the Florissant Rotary's AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATservice area. ELIGIBILITY CRITE- ING, REFRIGERATING AND
RIA: A candidate must reside in the AIR-CONDITIONING
ENGIFlorissant Rotary Club service' area.
NEERS, INC.
GRANT-IN -AID
(North St. Louis County, north of PROGRAM FOR GRADUATE
Highway 270) A candidate must haye STUDENTS.
completed a minimum of 60 semester
Applicants should be involved in
the heating, ventilation, air conditionho.urs at an accredited co llege or university. A candidate must complete ing or refrigeration (HVAC&R) fields
or in related areas. These areas man y
the f lo-Ro
include
indoor air quali Trust Loan application and provide all
required materials. A can aid ate must ty, energy con servation, human combe enrolled for a minimum of 12 fort or HVAC system design, operasemester credi t hou rs during the tion or maintenance. Applications
semester of the loan period for a bach- availab le in the Student Financial
e!o(s degree, or 10 semester credit Assistance Office, G-I Parker Hall or
ASH RAE
Home
Page
hours for a graduate degree. Interested by
students contact:
Mr. Ronald (www.ashr.ae.org).Click on "Student
Schmidt, 80 I St. Francois Street, Activities and Schol arships" and then
Florissant, MO 6303 1 or call (314) on "ASHRAE Research Grants for
Graduate Students."
921 -5100.
App lication must be rec.eived at
STATE SPONSORED MISSOURI
ASHRAE Headquarters by .December
15 to be considered ,
NATIONAL GUA RD EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PRO'NATIONAL SEC'URITY EDUCAGRAM
An y member of the Missouri
TION PROGRAM FOR STUDY
National Guard who is serving in the ABROAD
Missouri National Guard satisfactoriAs an undj!rgraduate student, YOll
ly, and who possesses the quali ficaare eligible to apply for an NSEP
tions set forth in application may be schol arship if yo u. meet the following
.
awarde'd educational assistance to an conditions:
approved public institution or an
ELI G IB ILITY:
approved private institution, as those · U.S. citizenship at the time of appliterms are defi ned in RSMO Section cation.
Matriculated as a freshmen , soph,
173 .205 , of hi slher choice whi le
helshe is a member of the Missouri morc, junior, or senior in a U,S, postNational Guard.
secondary institution, includi ng uniELIGIB ILITY CRITERIA: Is a mem- versities, coll eges and community
ber of the Missouri National Guard Is colleges accred ited by an' accred iting
certi fi ed by the Unit commander that , body recognized by the U.S, Departthe soldier/a.irman is participating sat- ment of Education.
isfactorily in required training of the · Applying to engage in a study abroad
Missouri National Guard Has not pre- experience that meets home instituviously received a bachelor's degree tion standards.
from an accredited post secondary · Planning to use the scholarship for
institution. Has achieved and main- study abroad. NSEP undergraduate
tai ns a cumul ative grade point average' scholarships are not for study in ,the
(GPA) of at least a 2.5, grade point on
U.S.
a 4.0 scale, or the eq uivalent on other
Your study ab road program ends
scale approved by the program admin- before yo u graduate.
istrator, 'while in a secondary school.
Application avai lable in the Student
Is enrolled, or has been accepted for Financial Assistance office, G-I Pa
enro llment, as a full or part-t ime rker Hall. Deadline must be to NSEP
undergraduate student in an approved by: FEBRUARY 8, 1999
private or public institution . Has
never been convicted in any court of SOCIETY OF FIRE PROTECan ofTense which involved the use of TION ENGINEERS GREATER
force, disruption , or seizure of proper- ST. LOUIS CHAPTER (3 $1,500.00
ty underthe control of an institution of Scholarships awarded)
higher education to prevent officials
The Greater St. Loui s Chapter of
the Society of Fire Protection Engior students in such institut ions from
engaging in .their duties or pursuing rieers (SFPE) is happy to an nounce its

Fifth Annual Engineering Scholarship
Program. Our intent is to promote the
study of all engineering disciplines to
help develop individuals with the
knowledge and ability to meet the
future technical needs of our country
and the world.
BASIC CRITER IA :.
Native St. Louisian, or be interested in
working in St. Louis after graduation.
Full-ti me student with minimum 60
credit hours in an engineering curriculum at a BS or MS level Financial
need, past academic achievement~,
communi ty involvement, and interest
in Fire Protection Engineering will be
considered in the scholarship selection process,
The goal of this scholarship fund is to
provide educational assistance to students who are seeking a degree in
engineering and show an interest in
the Fire Protection field. In addition,
to promote the fire protection industry
by encouragi ng students who are
incli ned to become a Registered Professional Engineer and practice in the
St. Louis area. Applications avai lable
in the StudentFinancial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall.Applications
deadline: February 26, 1999.
CONCRETE RESEARCH AND
EDUCATION FOUNDATION of
ACIINTERNATIONAL \999-2000
$3 ,000 (U.S.) awards are now
available through the AC I Intemational Concrete Research and Education
Foundation (Con REF ) for graduate
stud y in the field of concrete for the
1999-2000. academic yea r.
The
awards include the Katharine and
Bryant Mather Fellowship, ACI W.R. Grace Fellowship, V. Mohan
Malhotra Fellowship, Stewart C. Watson Fellowship and ACI Fellowship
REQUIREMENTS
Must have possession of a bachelor
degree from an accredited program by
the summer of 1999. At the time of
acceptance of the fellowship (but not
necessari ly at the time of application)
the applicant must have been accepted
for graduate study. This graduate
stud y must be ·in an engineering,
architectural, or materials science program at an accredited college or university in the USA or Canada which
ofTers agrad uate program in concrete

design, materssiais, or construction,
with the exception of the V. Mohan
Malhotra Fellowship which is available only to an applicant majoring in
concrete materials science research
and the Stewart C. Watson Fellowship
wl]ich is available to an applicant with
a special interest in joints and beari ngs
for concrete structures. Must be fu lltime first or second year graduate student during the entire fellowship year.
Must be proficient in the Engl ish language (or French as required in
Province of Quebec or Spanish in
Puerto Rico).
Applications avai lable in the Student
Financial Assis tance Office, G- I
Parker Hall.Application must be
received by: January II , 1999.

Wednesday. November 4 , 1998
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Today

A ll Day - Southwi nds, Puck
9: 00 a. m. - Delta Sigma Theta, Puck
1 :30 p.m. - Christian Sci ence Organization, Sunrise room, UCE
5:00 p.m. - Cycling Club, Buhler
Bldg, club room
6: 00 p.m. - Chess Club, UCE cafeteria
6:00 p.m . - International Students
Club, HSS G5
6:00 p.m. - Eta' Kappa Nu, EE G3 1
6:00 p.m . - Kappa Kappa Psi, ChE
125
7:00 p.m. - ame rican Institute of
Chemical Engineers, ChE G3
8:00 p.m. - Residence Hall Assn.,
MCS 209 and 209A
8 : ~0 p.m. - Tau Beta Sigma, McN
204

II
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Calendar Of Events---'----Thursday

II

All Day - Southwiilds, Puck
2:30 p.m. - Student Council , Wa lnut
ro om, UC W
6:00 p.m. - Chri stian Campus Fellowsh i, Centenni al Hall West,
UCE
7:00 p.m. - Kappa Mu Epsi lon, 205
CS Bldg.
7:30 p.m. - Academic Competition ,
CE 317
8:00 p.m . - Gaming Association,
McN 231
8:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team, EMgf
103
8: 00 p.m. - St. Pats Celebration committee, ME An nex 1.07C
10:00 p.m. - Ultimate Frisbee Club,
Intramural Fields

'Monday

Friday

Saturday

II

All Day - Southwinds, Puck
2:30 p.m. Student Council , UCE
. 3:00 p.m. - Cycling Cl ub
5:30 p.m. - Gaming Club, 201 and
208 Norwood Hall
7:00 p.m. - Show Me Anim~, McN
204 .

All Day - Southwinds, Puck '
9:00 a.m. - American Indian Science
& Engineering Society, Multicultural Center
12:00 p.m. - Gaming Club, 201 and
208 Norwood Hall
1:00 p.m. - w.T. Schrenk Society,
Mark Twain 'Room, UCE
2:00 p:m. - Chess C lub, UCE cafete-

II

Sunday

All Day - Southwinds, Puck
6:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fellowship; ME 104

ria
3:00 p.m. - w.T. Schrenk Society,
Schrenk G3

Tuesday

7:30 p.l1!. - 'American Ind ian S'cience & Engineerin g, HSS G-5
9:00 p.m. - Delia Omicron Lambda, ChE 126

All Day - Southw inds, Puck
6:·00 p.m. - Independents, Walnut room, UCW
7: 00 p.m. - National Society of Black Engineers, McN 204
.
7:30 p.m. - Academic Competition , CE 3 17

All Day - Southwinds, 'Puck
5:30 p.m. - Interfraternity Council, McN 206 or
McN 216
6:03 p.m. - History Club, HSS G8
6:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team, E Mgt 104

6:30 p ,m. - Student Council, McN 204
9:00 p.m. '- Arnold Air Society, 107 Harris Hall
10:00 p.m. - Ultimate Frisbee Club, Intramural
Fields

All organizational meeting times and 'places are provided by the Student' Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all changes to the aforementioned office.

lIeWi
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Illbe HelPdaS' HOIDIPalll
18 Dllil' search8bI811d1_edae base!
"We do "",hat "",e do so you can do "",hat you do better."

Reynolds Metals Company is seeking Electrical and
Chemical Engineering Graduates for work at the
. Sherwin Alumi na Plant in Corpus Christi, Texas.
A BS degree in Chemical Engineering or Electrical
Engineering is required. Additionally, strong process
design and problem solving traitS are essential. Co-op
or internship experience is adva!:'tageous . The
successful candidate will be dedicated to safety, quality,
and team work, and motivated to become a member of
an organization structured on the principles of employee
empowerment (TQM).
Reynolds Metals Company offers an excellel)t benefits
package, including profit sharing, 401(k) plan and
medical, dental'and vision insurance plans. This position
provides a competitive salary and caree r growth
opportunities, both domestically and foreign ..

Consultants are available until 1:00 a.m_ in CS 116 and
from 1 :00 - 6 :00 a.m_ in CS 108.

Phone:
Email:
Homepage:

341-HELP
helpdesk@umr.edu
.urnr.edu/helpdesk

W'''''''''''

If you are interestep, we
would like to hear from
yoti. Qualified candidates
should send resume marked
confidential to : Human
Resources Manager,
Reynolds Metals Company,
P,O. Box 9911 , Corpus
Christi, TX 78469.
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